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Money is something that permeates everyone’s daily lives. No matter who you are, rich 
or poor, white or black, college educated or a high school drop out, everyone has to deal 
with money at some level. Getting a job, opening a savings account, budgeting for one’s 
monthly bills, and using a credit card are activities that most men and women will 
experience at some point in their lives. Everyone has to deal with money but few 
actually receive any type of formal training or education on exactly how to do these 
things.
Learning by ones mistakes is common when it comes to financial matters but racking up 
a huge credit card debt and getting over a destroyed credit score are hard to recover from. 
Although I never explicitly took a personal finance course myself, as an accounting major 
I have been exposed to a variety of finance, economics, and business courses over the last 
four years and accordingly have gained a solid foundation in financial matters. So, for 
my senior project I partnered with Beta Alpha Psi, the accounting club on campus, to lead 
a series of seminars on personal finance topics and help educate the Bellingham 
community.
Financial literacy is a real problem in the United States. Hoping to do my small part to 
combat this issue, MoneySense was developed as an answer to this problem. In the end, I 
led six unique seminars on campus, gave five different high school presentations, taught 
in one college classroom, led a session in the dorms at Western, and hosted a breakout 
seminar at the Head Start Health and Social Services Fair. Well-received by the 
community, MoneySense was publicized on the radio, featured in two articles in the 
Bellingham Herald as well as covered in the Western front, and was even recognized by 
Karen Morse, Western’s president, as a great program. Dr. Morse said MoneySense was 
something she had wanted the business department to do for years and that she was very 
pleased when we instituted this program last winter.
Over the course of the last year I made a lot of great contacts in the community and 
ultimately ended up educating over 400 people with this program. A great success, 
MoneySense will continue in the future as an annual program run by Beta Alpha Psi. To 
ease the transition process I helped prepare a binder with my co-coordinator, Alexa 
Volwiler, detailing the steps in the programs process. This binder is on file with the 
accounting department.
Since this was MoneySense’s inaugural year a good portion of the time that went into this 
project was spent developing the presentations and setting up contacts in the community. 
Accordingly, the remainder of this portfolio contains PowerPoints, flyers, and e-mail 
templates of what can be used in the future to continue this program with ease. Forging 
the initial path, with the documents and the explamations provided below anyone should 




PowerPoint Slides: An Overview of my Project
This PowerPoint provides a good overview of my project as a whole. Using this slide 
show as an aid to my final senior project presentation, it details the process I went 
through in developing the MoneySense program.
Learning to Teach
NCEE Materials and Training Day
Pamela Whalley was an indispensable asset in regards to making MoneySense a reality. 
Mrs. Whalley is an economics teacher at Western as well as the President of the 
Washington Council on Economic Education. As the President of this organization, Mrs. 
Whalley is responsible for training teachers in Washington State on financial topics for 
use in K-12 classrooms. Working with the National Council on Economic Education 
(NCEE), she leads seven-hour training sessions several times a month that explain how to 
teach this material. Providing teachers with lesson plans specifically geared to the grade 
and comprehension level of their students, the NCEE material is classroom tested and 
easy to teach. Interactive, entertaining, and highly informative, the curriculum Mrs. 
Whalley provided was fantastic. Attending one of her training sessions on November 8, 
2005, after walking away with the materials, a CD, and a new-found confidence I was 
ready to begin the MoneySense program. Making connections with a variety of teachers 
in the local community, this also proved to be helpful down the line when I taught in high 
school classrooms. Using the Millionaire game as an ice breaker, the Tale of Two Savers 
lesson plan to get students excited about saving, the Cash or Credit lesson to warn them 
of the power and pain of credit cards, and the Living within their Means lesson to get 
students to think about budgeting, these fours lessons worked especially well in the high 
school setting. Relevant and interesting, these lessons were always well received.
Forming a Committee
With a project the size and scope of MoneySense I knew I would not be able to do 
everything I wanted to if I was working alone. So, I formed a committee and enlisted the 
help of my fellow accounting students to help get MoneySense up and running.
Primarily working with one other student, Alexa Volwiler, between the two of us we 
prepared all of the presentations, made all of the arrangements with teachers to come into 
classrooms, obtained a $1000 budget, printed handouts for each week’s presentation, and 
led fourteen separate sessions. The rest of the committee really helped with the 
marketing aspect of our program—hanging flyers, giving short classroom presentations 
the first week of school winter quarter, and creating a website for our program so students 
could sign up ahead of time for each weeks lesson.
Marketing
Classroom Visits: Asking teachers to let us talk about our program 
I figured that one of the most effective ways to spread the word about the MoneySense 
program was through classroom presentations. Sending out e-mails to 100 and 200 level 
GUR professors, we made arr2ingements to come into nearly 30 classrooms the first week 
of school. Giving a brief overview of our program and letting students know the dates, 
times and topics of each session, this marketing venue proved to be quite successful. Our 
first session attracted about twenty-five students—a success in my opinion considering it
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was held at 10:00 in the morning on the first Saturday back from winter break. 
Advertising free breakfast, free materials, and a good time, we passed out flyers to the 
students at the end of the classroom visit so they would have something to refer to for 
information about future sessions.
MoneySense Flyers and Handouts
Alexa Volwiler, my co-coordinator, designed the flyers and handouts that we passed out 
during the classroom visits and hung up around campus. Listing our programs itinerary 
and giving information about the date, location and times, I was amazed how effective 
these flyers turned out to be in attracting an audience. Posting the flyers on community 
boards, on the back of bathroom stalls, and anywhere we could find a free space on 
campus, it always amazed me when I would see a MoneySense flyer sticking out of a 
students bag or writing the dates down in their planner (I actually saw this happen in one 
of my classes). Periodically re-hanging these flyers on campus, after one of these major 
marketing pushes I was actually told by one of my committee members that her 
marketing teacher in the business school took one of my flyers, held it up in class, and 
said that it was a perfect example of good marketing. Highlighting the words free in 
bright yellow marker and posting our sign on the back of a bathroom stall, I was told that 
this was a very innovative idea.
High School Sessions
Contacting the Teachers
One of the most difficult aspects of this project was setting up dates and times with local 
high school teachers to come into their classrooms and give a guest lecture. Pamela 
Whalley, the woman who supplied us with the NCEE materials, also gave us a list of 
names of teachers in Whatcom County. All of the teachers on Mrs. Whalley’s list had 
come to her NCEE training day before so were familiar with the material. Contacting 
seven different high school teachers in the Bellingham school district, ultimately three 
teachers set up dates and allowed me to teach a couple of lessons in their classrooms. I 
have included a list of the names and contact information for all of the teachers involved 
in this project.
Presenting in the Classrooms
Preparing overheads of the four lessons discussed earlier and a shortened PowerPoint 
presentation from the college budgeting and savings seminar, I tailored my presentations 
to the needs and demands of the students and classroom. If the room had a computer and 
a projector I taught with the PowerPoint I had prepared; otherwise I used handouts and 
overheads. The comprehension level, age, and exposure of the students to the material I 
was covering also dictated what lessons I ultimately taught. Picking my lessons and the 
pace of the lecture according to the students needs, this was a very challenging but 
rewarding experience.
One of my presentations, the one at Emerson high school, came about because of the 
articles about MoneySense in the Bellingham Herald. Estrella de Leon, an AmeriCorp 
student, read one of these articles and asked me if I would like to teach a couple of 
lessons to students at her school. Ms. Leon was responsible for arranging guest lecturers 
to come down to Emerson and teach sessions on topics like budgeting and savings so 
when she asked me if I wanted to come I jumped on the opportunity. An alternative high
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school, I wasn’t quite sure what to expect from the students. The students I taught ranged 
from sophomores to seniors and each had a very different grasp not only on finances, but 
on basic mathematics in general. Beginning with the Millionaire Game, segueing into a 
Tale of Two Savers and wrapping up with Living Within their Means, after teaching this 
class I came to the fundamental realization that everyone, no matter what their 
background or socio-economic status, has to deal with the same issues. Reconfirming my 
original mission, this session in particular stands out in my mind as a demonstration of 
the power of education. Teaching the same lesson plan to the senior economics students 
at Bellingham High School (a rather affluent group of students), both groups ran into the 
same types of problems calculating budgets and displayed the same type of shock when I 
read off some of the millionaire statistics and showed them the power of compound 
interest. Both groups of students were confronted with the same types of issues; both 
groups realized that money concerns everyone and getting a solid foundation in personal 
finances is important.
Head Start Health and Social Services Fair
Another positive connection that was made because of our extensive marketing campaign 
was the opportunity to lead a break out session at the Head Start Health and Social 
Services Fair. Alicia Vohs, one of the women coordinating the program, saw the articles 
in the Bellingham Herald about MoneySense and asked me if I would be interested in 
leading a session on savings and budgeting to the parents that were attending this fair.
Only slightly modifying the savings and budgeting PowerPoint that I used in both the 
high schools and the college setting, I realized once again how universal money issues 
are. Although 1 had to change the examples and modify my language for the adults I was 
teaching to, in the end I gave them a presentation similar to one I would have given to 
their children. Getting the tools to deal with money in a responsible and educated way is 
essential if one wants to be successful in today’s market economy. This session 
reconfirmed my convictions in the power of this program once again.
College Segment
Fun and Introduction to Personal Finance
This session was our introductory session for the college half of the program and was 
held on January 7, 2006. We wanted to start out on the right foot and peak people’s 
interest by playing an interactive game with our audience. Passing out true and false 
cards to pairs of students and one “M” millionaire card, we began our first session with 
this game. The millionaire game is played by reading a statement and then asking 
partners to deliberate on whether or not they think what I said is true or false. After about 
two minutes have passed I ask everyone to prepare to hold up their card, T or F, and if 
they are exceptionally confident about their answer they can also hold up the millionaire 
card to score additional points. Counting down, I asked everyone to hold up their cards 
simultaneously and if they were right they received five points and if they were wrong 
they lost five; if the millionaire card was held up as well the participants gained or lost 
ten points accordingly. The millionaire game is a great ice breaker to get people talking 
and sharing their thoughts about money with the group. Keeping a running tally of their 
points, the top two groups were given prizes. Moving on, the rest of our first session 
covered concepts like opportunity costs, scarcity, and attitudes about money. Concluding 
with an overview of different banking and checking options available in the Bellingham
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community, we wrapped up with a demonstration on writing checks and balancing your 
checkbook.
Budgeting and Savings
This session yielded our largest turnout with the room packed with about thirty-five 
students. Like the title suggests, this session covered budgeting and savings. Beginning 
with a discussion of values, we suggested that you can’t determine what to save and 
budget for if you don’t know what is important in your life. We asked our audience 
members to stop and think for a moment about what they felt were the most important 
things in their lives. Many suggested family, friends, their education, their health, their 
religion, and their jobs. Then we asked them what they spent their money on and they 
said that most of their earnings went to entertainment, food (both groceries and eating 
out), alcohol, shopping, rent, and tuition. It can be quite a shocking experience to see the 
degree of disconnect between what one says is important in his/her life and what one 
actually spends his/her money on.
After this lesson we moved on to the planning and goal setting process. All savings and 
budgeting endeavors require careful planning and forethought, but the goal setting 
process we taught can be used in any situation or discipline. Next, we discussed the 
components of a budget and the importance of actually keeping a record of your 
expenses. Talking about the differences between fixed expenses, periodic expenses, and 
variable expenses we discussed strategies for making your dollar go further. Finally, we 
ended this session by talking about the importance of saving—early and often. Savings 
grow based on timing, rate of return, and principle. If one understands these three 
components it is easier to plan for major purchzises and retirement.
Credit Cards, Credit Scores and Identity Theft
This session was the companion session to the previous week’s presentation. After 
learning about the power of compound interest, time, and size of ones principle and how 
it can help one’s nest egg grow, this session talked about the same three components and 
how they can lead to pain, misery, and life-long debt if one isn’t careful. Introducing the 
idea of credit and many of the terms used to describe this topic, we began with the Cash 
or Credit exercise I used in some of my high school presentations. This exercise was one 
of my favorite lessons to teach because it illustrated both how to make credit work for 
you and how credit can easily work against you. The moral of this lesson is to pay off 
your credit cards in a timely manner and you will reap the rewards accordingly; but if you 
don’t do this and only pay the minimum balance, the purchases you make on credit will 
haunt you for years and years. In the Cash or Credit story, Caitlin buys a stereo for $800 
on her 18% APR credit card and only pays the minimum balance every month. She 
never purchases anything else and only makes payments towards the stereo (highly 
unlikely in the real world, most people continuously add charges every month). In the 
end, it takes Caitlin almost 15 years and $1234 to pay for the stereo. This figure shocks 
me every time I read it but the most shocking fact of all is that this really happens every 
day. The Federal Reserve reports that 95% of college students have credit cards and that 
each student has an average of four cards with a total balance of around $4,776. After 
this lesson and the presentation of these facts I don’t know how people continue to charge 
everything on money they don’t have. Moving on to credit card offers and credit scores, 
we reviewed a couple of sample offers and identified important terms and concepts.
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Reading the fine print is imperative before ever accepting a contract, especially with 
credit cards.
The second half of this session was hosted by Peggy Onustack, Shawn Carlson, and 
Jennifer Deger. They discussed the growing presence and threats of identity theft.
Stating that statistically one in three people will become victims of identity theft in their 
lifetimes, all three presenters suggested that the conditions surrounding identity theft get 
worse and worse everyday. Mrs. Onustack and Mr. Carlson work at US Bank and have 
seen this phenomenon grow and grow. Relating some of the new ploys and giving tips 
on how to avoid becoming a victim, their presentation was intriguing.
Jennifer Deger, a CPA from Clark Nuber, was a victim of identity theft and shared her 
story with our group. An accountant, she was described herself as a control freak that 
was fairly methodical about destroying sensitive personal information, yet somehow, 
even she fell victim to this scheme. A rising problem, the guest speakers’ presentation on 
this topic was compelling.
Living on Your Own
This session, like the week before it, was also split into two halves. Alexa and I talked 
about finding housing in Bellingham, the decision to live with roommates or alone, your 
health, a quick overview of savings/budgeting, and then we played a game demonstrating 
the benefits and costs of insurance.
The second half of the session was led by Robert Olson, a professor at Western and a 
public county defender for Whatcom County. Specializing in landlord-tenant disputes, 
he gave a presentation on renters’ rights. RCW 59.18, the Washington Landlord-Tenant 
Act, grants renters certain basic rights that a landlord must abide by. For more 
information on this act and what renters insurance does or does not cover we referred our 
audience members to the following website; www.BellinuhamRentersRiuhts.com. I 
helped co-create this website with my group members in MGMT 495. There is an active 
link from the MoneySense website to the renters’ rights page as well. The MoneySense 
website is: http://www.cbe.wwu.edu/clubs/bap/MonevSense/home.asp?page=0.
Investing
This session was turned over entirely to the professionals. Inviting Peggy Onustack and 
Shawn Carlson from US Bank back for the first hour of this session, they discussed 
savings accounts, certificates of deposit, and briefly touched on mutual funds.
The second half of the hour was led by Michael F. Ryan, the President of Waycross. 
Waycross is an investment management company headquartered in Bellingham. Mr. 
Ryan covered information on the typically higher yield but higher risk investment 
vehicles. He talked about the different types of mutual and index funds, the general 
return of the stock market over the long term (about 11.5%), and what sort of companies 
provide help for getting you started in investing (without charging huge commissions). 
His presentation was very interesting and I was glad that we let him tackle the more 
difficult questions that arose in this discussion. This session attracted a more diverse and 
older crowd compared to our previous sessions. Alexa and I know the basics about the 
different types of investment options but we wanted to make sure everyone’s questions
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could be completely and fully answered with up-to-date information—^that’s why we 
invited Ms. Onustack, Mr. Carlson, and Mr. Ryan.
Taxes &. Entrepreneurship
Finally, for our last session, we again invited professionals to come and take the reigns. 
Although I have taken ACCT 343 (Individual Tax) and volunteered at Tax Aide (a 
program where students are trained in tax law and then assist community members in 
filing their returns), both Alexa and I thought it might be more appropriate to invite our 
local accounting firm into our program and let them cover the taxes section. Asking 
Kelly Visser at Moss Adams LLP if she knew of Jinyone that would be interested in 
leading a two-hour session on taxes, she immediately said yes and got back to us with 
three names: Todd Packard, Arthur Bichler, and Rob Gilfillan. Todd Packard has his 
MBA and MFP and specializes in business failures and reorganizations at Moss Adams. 
So, for our session, he talked about becoming an entrepreneur and how to open your own 
business. This was a very entertaining, informative, and useful presentation. When he 
asked our audience members how many of them would like to open their own business 
someday a surprising number raised their hands.
The second half of the session was led by Arthur Bichler and Rob Gilfillan—two CPA’s 
and tax professionals at Moss Adams Bellingham. The focus of their presentation was on 
filing status, credits, and deductions available for students. They covered the Hope and 
Lifetime Learning credits, discussed the student loan interest deduction, talked about the 
tuition and fees deduction, and demonstrated the effects of scholarships and grants on 
taxable income. This session was a good final piece for MoneySense to end on.
Beta Alpha Psi Competition
Every year Beta Alpha Psi holds a regional competition in the Pacific Northwest and 
invites all of the college chapters within this geographic area to attend. This year the 
competition was hosted at the University of Washington. Preparing a ten minute 
presentation on MoneySense for the financial literacy best practices competition, Alexa 
and I faced five other schools and placed first amongst everyone. Winning the best 
practices competition, we also won the opportunity to present our program at the national 
competition in Washington DC this summer. Outlining how to begin a program like 
MoneySense on our website, we hope that by directing other chapters to our homepage 
when we talk at nationals will encourage other chapters across the country to start up a 
program like MoneySense in their own communities. Like I said before, MoneySense is 
going to become an annual program at Western, and hopefully, after we present to BAP 
students from across the nation, it will get picked up in other schools as well.
rOI\€LlLSIOI\
MoneySense was a great final project because it synthesized my desires to teach and my 
background in business and finances. A great success overall, I am very happy with our 
results. Next fall I am starting my job at Moss Adams in the Bellingham office so I will 





In a 2005 study desianed to evaluate adult and student 
understanding of basic economics:
• 60% of high school students and over 25% of adults 
received a failing grade.
* Only half of the high school students surveyed said that they 
had been taught economics in school. [1]
More young people filed for bankruptcy than graduated from 
college in 2001 .[2]
[IJ What American Teens & Adults Know About Economics 
PfBpared for; The Nationat Courx:il on EcorK>mic Education 
Report Date: April 26,2006
[2] Statistics provided by the American Bankri4)tcy InsUtute
The Solution
MoneySense
• A series of seminars and direct classroom 
presentations designed to educate students on 
basic financial issues
• Classes were held at both Western and in the 
local high schools
Where do you start?
• Undertaking a project as grand in scope as 
MoneySense is not easy to do
• Initially we began by gathering materials and 
information on-line
• Eventually we were introduced to Pamela 
Whalley, President of the Washington Council 
on Economic Education
• Pam Whalley provided us with materials from 
the NCEE, contact information for local high 
school teachers that may be interested in our 
program, and invited us to attend a training day 
to learn how to teach the NCEE materials
\ Learning to Teach Forming a Committee
i • Tuesday, November 8, 2005 1 attended a
1 seven hour training session covering how MlorphofS'^ to teach the Financial Fitness for Life RAP MnmharR' 18
1 materials @2 1 m Ik 1 Non-BAP
1 • While at this seminar 1 networked with Members; 1
1 local teachers and informed them of the
1 MoneySense program Some Members of the










•In all of the dorms 





Made brief classroom 
presentations
Free Breakfast










• Links for more information
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Preparing the Presentations
• Used materials from the 
National Council on 
Economic Education 
(NCEE), the Northwest 
Education Loan 
Association, and a variety 
of governmental sources
• Created presentations 
that would be informative 
and interactive
• Prepared handouts and 
materials for students to 
take home each week
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College Seminars: Overview
January 7; Fun and introductions to personal finance 
-Media messages about money and consumerism 
-Financial resources on campus and around town 
-Banking and checking accounts 
January 21; Budgeting and savings 
-Living within your means 
•Importance of saving money
-Saving for the future; major life expenses and retirement 
January 28; Credit cards, credit scores, and ID theft 
Guest speakers; Peggy Onustack and Shawn Carlson (US Bank). Jennifer 
Deger, CPA (Clark Nuber)
-Shopping for credit cards 
-Consumer protection 
-Using credit wisely
-Protection against ID theft online and offline
_________________________
February 4: Living on your own 
Guest speaker: Robert Olsen (WWU)
-Budgeting for your lifestyle
-Financial questions to ask when tooking for
housing
-Financial lessons about roommates 
-Renter’s rights
February 11: Investing 
Guest speakers: Michael Ryan fWaycross), 
Peggy Onustack and Shawn Carlson (US 
Bank)
-Types of investments 
-Setting investment goals
February 25: Taxes and Entrepreneurship 
Guest speakers: Arthur Bichler, CPA, Rob 
Gilfillan. CPA, and Todd Packard, MFP (Moss 
Adams)
-Reasons for taxes 
-Tax strategies






“Very well done. Highly 
informative. Interesting, relevant, 
and highly indispensable.” 
-Marilyn Stoops, age 53
‘Students don’t always understand 
the costs of what they buy. This 
discussion will help them learn 
about opportunity costs.” 
-Randall Ragsdale, WWU junior
Planning
• Exchangecj e-mails with several local high 
school teachers
• Arranged dates and times to come in to 
their classrooms and teach
• Designed presentations specifically for the 
age and degree of exposure the audience 
had to the material
Execution
• We went into high school classrooms and 
taught the NCEE material directly
• Each presentation was tailored to the 
needs of the students
- Budgeting, saving, and a basic understanding 
of credit is essential if you want to succeed in 
life, no matter what your background is
Goal: To use our limited classroom time to 
teach the most important, relevant lessons 
and give students something to think 
about for the future
Total Time Spent
College Seminars
BAP committee members and 
chairs:
- Total of 250 hours in initial 
planning
- Average of five hours each 
week in execution (30 hours in 
total)
- Ten hours total spent in the 
first two weeks visiting college 
classrooms and distributing 
flyers
Non-BAP member;
- Designed a MoneySense 
website
- Spent a total of 10 hours 
creating and updating the site
High School Presentations
> Chairs spent 40 hours in planning 
• Members spent 20 hours 
prepanng the materials 
■ BAP members gave 25 total hours 
teaching the in the classrooms
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Combined Results The Future of MoneySense
• Wide-spread recognition
• Reached 57 different college students
• MoneySense was well received by the
through our seminars community and overall was a great success
- Many participated in more than one session • The demand for a program like MoneySense
• Taught in 5 high school classrooms and is not going away
one college class • MoneySense is going to become an annual
-About 30 students in each program coordinated by our Assistant
• Led a breakout session at the Head Start 
Health and Social Services Fair
Treasurer
• In total, we reached almost 400
participants ’®
Beta Alpha Psi Competition A Little Help
• WWU Contacts:
•We presented our project at the BAP - Pamela Whalley, directorofttie Center for Economic Education. President of 
the Washington Council on Economic Education
regional competition on Saturday, April 8^ - Paul Cocke, Assistant Director, Offxx of Universily Communications
- Ronna J. Biggs, Coordinator, Programming & Leadership Development
•Placed first and will now have the - Willy Hart, University Dining Services
opportunity to present at nationals in - Qy>Ana Manning. Assistant Director of New Student Services^amily
Washington D.C. - Marty Hitchcock, Department of Accounting
- WWU Professors that let us give classroom presentations
•We are in the process of updating our 




- Brian Daniels, Bank of America








1 Most millionaires are college graduates.
True. Four of five millionaires are college graduates. Eighteen percent have Master’s degrees, eight 
percent law degrees, six percent medical degrees, and six percent Ph.D.s.
2 Most millionaires work fewer than 40 hours a week.
2. False. About 2/5 of millionaires work 45- 55 hours a week.
3 More than half of all millionaires never received money from a 
trustfund or estate.
3. True. Only 19 percent of millionaires received any income or wealth of any kind from a trust fund 
or an estate. Fewer than 10 percent of millionaires inherited 10 percent or more of their wealth.
4 More millionaires have American Express Gold Cards than 
Sears cards.
4. False. Only 28.6 percent of millionaires have American Express Gold Cards while 43 percent have 
Sears credit cards. Only 6.2 percent of millionaires have American Express Platinum Cards.
5 More millionaires drive Fords than Cadillacs.
5. True. Ford is preferred by 9.4 percent and Cadillac by 8.8 percent. Lincoln comes in third at 7.8 
percent.Only 23 percent of millionaires drive a current-year (new) car.
6 Most millionaires work in glamorous jobs, such as sports, 
entertainment, or high tech.
6. False. A majority of millionaires are in ordinary industries and Jobs. They are proficient in 
targeting marketing opportunities.
7 Most millionaires work for big Fortune 500 companies.
7. False. About three out offour millionaires are self employed and consider themselves to be 
entrepreneurs. Most of the others are professionals, such as doctors, accountants, and lawyers.
8 Many poor people become millionaires by winning the lottery.
8. False. Few people get rich the easy way. If you play the lottery, the chances of winning are about 
one in 12 million. The average person who plays the lottery every day would have to live about 33,000 
years to win once. In contrast, you have a one in 1.9 million chance of being struck by lightning. A 
pregnant woman has one chance in 705,000 births to have quadruplets. How many sets of quadruplets 
do you know?
9 College graduates earn about 65 percent more than high 
school graduates earn.
9. True. In recent years, the average college graduate earned 66 percent more than the average high 
school graduate did. People with professional degrees earned 150 percent more than high school 
graduates did.
13
10 If an average 18-year-old high school graduate spends as 
much as an average high school dropout until both are 67 years 
old, but the high school graduate invests the difference in his or 
her earnings at eight percent annual interest, the high school 
graduate would have $5,500,000.
10. True. Of course, a normal person would spend some of the difference, but it is a dramatic 
illustration of how valuable a high school diploma is. The difference in earnings between a high 
school graduate and a high school dropout is $8000 at age 18. The illustration assumes the difference 
increases by 1.5 percent each year and that the difference is invested at eight percent interest each 
year.
11 Day traders usually beat the stock market and many of them 
become millionaires.
11. False. Recent studies show that 80 percent of day traders lose money.
12 If you want to be a millionaire, avoid the risky stock market.
12. False, Long term (starting in 1926 and including the Great Depression), the Standard & Poor's 
500 Stock Index has increased at about an 11 percent compound annual rate of return, exceeding the 
return on any other investment. Of course, there is risk. The stock market has down years, and there is 
no guarantee of an 11 percent return in the future, especially in the short run. In contrast, the 
long-term return on risk-free U.S. government securities during the same period ranged from five to 
six percent. The actual return depended on the term of the bond. Another way of looking at this is that 
$1.00 invested in the S&P 500 on January 1, 1926, was worth $1,828 on December 31, 1997. One 
dollar invested in long-term government bonds during the same period was worth $39 on December 
31, 1997. It probably paid to take the additional risk of buying stocks.
13 At age 18, you decide not to smoke and save $1.50 a day. 
You invest this $1.50 a day at eight percent annual interest until 
you are 67. At age 67, your savings from not smoking are almost 
$300,000.
13. True. Because of the power of compound interest, small savings can make a difference. It pays to 
resist temptation and live below your means.
14 If you save $2000 a year from age 22 to age 65 at eight 
percent annual interest, your savings will be over $700,000 at 
age 65.
14. True. Because of the power of compound interest, the earlier you begin saving, the better. Regular 
saving will make you a millionaire, even if your salary is modest.
15 Single people are more often millionaires than married 
people.
15. False. Most millionaires are married and stay married. By contrast, divorce is a gateway to 
poverty. Financially speaking, divorce is something you want to avoid, particularly after you have 




A. Have the students read Exercise 8.1, The 
Opportunity Cost and Benefit of Spending 
and Saving in Students Workouts, and 
answer the questions. Discuss the 
answers to the questions.
1. What are the benefit and the opportunity 
cost of spending your income today?
(The benefit is that you can immediately 
consume goods and services. The 
opportunity cost is that you have less 
money to use for consuming goods and 
services in the future.)
2. What are the benefit and the opportunity 
cost of saving some of your income?
(You can enjoy consuming more goods 
and services later, but you will enjoy 
fewer goods and services today.)
B. Have the students read Elxercise 8.2, A 
Tate of Two Savers, in Student Workouts 
without examining Table 8.1, The Growth of 
Ana’s and Shawn's Savings, or answering 
the questions. Ask the students whether 
Ana or Shawn will have more money at 
the end of his or her 65th year. You can 
take a show of hands or have a secret bal­
lot. Ask some students to justify why they 
favor one savings plan over the other.
C. Now have the students examine Table 8.1 
and answer the questions.
D. Discuss the answers to the questions.
1. How much money had Ana put into sav­
ings by age 65? ($24,000)
2. How much money had Shawn put into 
savings by age 65? ($64,000)
3. How much savings (total wealth) did 
Ana have at the end of her 65th year?
($993,306.59)
4. How much savings (total wealth) did 
Shawn have at the end of his 65th year?
{$442,503.99)
5. In money terms, what are the opportu­
nity cost and benefit for Ana? (Ana sacri­
ficed the immediate uses .she might have 
made of $24,000. but she has $993,306.59 
at age 66.)
6. In money terms, what are the opportu­
nity cost and benefit for Shawn? (Shawn 
.sacrificed the immediate uses he might 
have made of $64,000, but he has 
$442,503.09 at age 66.)
7. What is as important as the amount 
saved and amount of time? Why? (How 
early the money is saved and how long it 
is left to accumulate. These factors will 
determine how much wealth accumulates. 
Even a small amount will grow large if left 
to compound over a long period of time.)
8. What are the incentives for saving early?
(Saving early means fewer contributions 
are necessary' as compared to saving later. 
Compounding of interest makes money for 
you.)
9. What might be an opportunity cost for 
saving early? (Ana gave up buying a 
nicer car in order to save more.)
10. What conclusions can you draw from 
this activity? (The earlier and longer 
money is saved, the more money it 
makes. It is better to save early and put it 
to work than to .save later and try to 
catch up. Although Ana saved only 
$24,000, her return was greater than the 
return for Shawn, who saved $64,000.)
E. Ask the students why Ana had so much 
more money even though she saved less. 
Accept several reasons and write them on 
the board.
F. Display Visual 8.1, The Chessboard of 
Financial Life. Place a corn kernel or a 
penny on one of the corner squares. Ask 
the students if. given a choice, they would 
take $10,000 in cold cash OR the amount 
resulting from the penny or kernel in the 
corner doubled on the next square, and 
that amount doubled on the next square, 
and so on until each square has been 
used. Use corn or pennies to do the first 
few so they get the idea (2.4,8,16,32,64, 
etc.). Ask the students to explain their 
choices.
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T
he following case study is about 
two people who saved. Each 
earned 10 percent interest. Of 
course, the interest or rate of return for 
any one year can differ greatly.
Ana Gutierrez stalled saving when she was 22, 
right out of college. Saving involves an oppor­
tunity cost—^the best alternative given up. It 
Wcisn’t easy to save $2,000 a year then, consid­
ering her car loan, car, and rent payments. But 
Ana was determined to save because her 
grandmother always said it wasn’t what you 
make but what you save that determines your 
wealth. So, reluctantly. Ana gave up buying 
that new car and renting a really nice apart­
ment, and she saved $2,000 a year. After 12 
years, she got tired of the sacrifice, yearning 
for a brand new red sports car and other luxu­
ries. She didn’t touch the money she had 
already saved because she wanted to be sure 
she would have money for retirement, which 
she planned to do at the end of her 65th year. 
But she quit saving and hit the stores.
Shawn Wright didn't staid saving until he was 
34. He also graduated from college at 22, but /
he had done without many things in college, 
and, now that he had an income, he wanted 
some of those things. He bought a new car 
and a very nice wardrobe and took some won­
derful trips. But spending his cuiTent income 
involved an opportunity cost. By the time he 
w^as 34, Shawn was married, had many respon­
sibilities, and decided he’d better start saving 
cind planning for his financial future. He had 
also heard that it isn’t what you have earned, 
but w'hat you have saved, that determines 
your w^ealth. He figured he had 25 to 30 pro­
ductive years left in his career. So, with new 
determination, Shawn saved $2,000 a yeai' for 
the next 32 years until he retired at the end of 
his 65th year.
Which person do you believe had more 
savings at the end of his/Ter 65th year?
Now let’s see w'hat really happened. Using 
Table 8.1, “The Growth of Ana’s and Shawm's 
Savings,” answer the questions on the next 
page.





1* How much money had Ana put into 
savings by age 65?
6* In money terms, what were the opportu­
nity cost and benefit for Shawn?
2* How much money had Shawn put into 
savings by age 65?
T« What is as important as the amount 
soved and amount of time? Why?
How much savings (total wealth) did
Ana have ot the end of her 65th year? _ .... . . . ,8* What are the incentives for soving early?
4* How much savings (total wealth) did 
Shawn have at the end of his 65th year?
8* What might be an opportunity cost for 
saving early?
5* In money terms, what were the
opportunity cost and benefit for Ana?
10. What conclusions can you draw from 
this activity?
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J Ana Cuti«rrftx litown Wright 1
: Saved Interest
earned
Total saved at 
the end of year
Saved Interest 
earned j
Total saved at j 
the end of year 1
■ 10% : $0-00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
r:22 T • $2,000.00 ■ $200.00 1 $2,200.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
l.,2T . 10% > $2,000-00 i $420.00 $4,620.00, $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
04 : 10% : $2,0(X).00 : $662.00 $7,282.00 $0.00 so.oo $0.00
|:/'25T 10% : $2,000.00 : $928.20 $10210.20 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00L 26 -
10% ; $2,000.00 : $1,221.02 $13,431.22 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1: 27 \ 10% : $2,000.00 $1,543.12 $16,974.34 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1 28 10% i S2.000.(X> $1,897.43 $20,871.78 so.oo $0.00 $0.00
1-29^' ; 10% 1 $2,000.00 , $2,287.18 $25,158.95 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
f 30 i:10%. G $2,000.00 . $2,715.90 $29,874.85 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
1 31 G: 10% : $2,000.00 : $3,187.48 $35,062.33 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
r 32' .J 10% T $2,000.00 1 $3,706.23 $40,768.57 so.oo $0.00 $0.00
i'33 '■ 10% • . $2,000.00 ! $4,276.86 i $47,045.42 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
IM:" 10% $0.00 i $4,704.54 $51,749.97 $2,000.00 $200.00 $2,200.00
1'- -■:"lO%^'’T : $0.00 $5,175.00 1 $56,924.96 $2,000.00 $420.00 $4,620.00
1 36 E10% :: $0.00 , $5,692.50 i $62,617.46 $2,000.00 $662.00 $7,282.00
1 37':;'" ^ 10% ' ' ' G $0.00 $6,261.75 1 $68,879.21 $2,000.00 $928.20 $10,210.20
1 li0% : 'i $0.00 $6,887.92 [$75,767.13 $2,000.00 $1,221.02 $13,431.22
\ 39 . : 10% e: $0.00 $7,576.71 1 $83,343.84 $2,000.00 1 $1,543.12 $16,974.34
hmM ' 10% > $0.00 $8,334.38 : $91,678.22 $2,000.00 ! $1,897.43 $20,871.78
: 4 10% E: $0.00 $9,167.82 $100.8^16.05 $2,000.00 ; $2,287.18 $25,158.95
? 42': .5. 10% • $0.00 $10,084.60 1 $110,930.65 $2,000.0(,l ! $2,715.90 $29,874.85
i 43 ' f 10% ;• $0.00 $11,093.06 ^ $122,023.71 $2.(K)0.00 i $3,187.48 $35,062.33
1 ^ 10% i $0.00 $12,202.37 i $134,226.09 $2,000.00 ‘ $3,706.23 $40,768.571 43 10% . ' : $0.00 $13,422.61 i $147,fr48.69 $2,000.00 j $4,276.86 $47,045.42
No;"'.. -10% ""E":; $0.00 $14,764.87 $162,413.56 $2,000.00 1 $4,904.54 $53,949.97
f::47: ;eio%:e.:''-"^ $0.00 $16,241.36 ; $178,654.92 $2,000.00 j $5,595.00 $61,544.96
f;'48. 10% • $0.00 1 $17,865.49 1 $196,520-41 $2-tX)0.00 1 $6,354.50 $69,899.46
|-:-49: ■ 10% • " ; $0.00 i $19,652.04 i $216,172.45 $2,000.00 1 $7,189.95 $79,089.41
i 50':' 10% ■ * $0.00 ' $21,617.25 ; $237,789.70 $2,000.00 $8,108.94 i $89,198.35
1 51 .. . i 10% :• $0.00 $23,778.97 $261,568.67 $2,000.00 1 $9,119.83 ; $100,318.18
1 52 Ei 10% T ^0,00 [ $26,156.87 ' $287,725.54 $2,000.00 ! $10,231.82 i $112,550.00
53 - 10% E $0.00 ■ 1 $28,772.55 $316,498.09 $2,000.00 1 $11.4.55.00 i $126,005.00
i,:-"54 ■: • r'10% ;e $0.00 e $31,649.81 , $348,147.90 $2,000.00 ! $12,800.50 I $140,805.50
f''55 '! 10% : $0.00 I $34,814.79 i $382,962.69 $2,000.00 1 $14,280.55 * $157,086.05
r'56^\' ■ 10% . : $0.00 ! $38,296.27 1 $421,258.96 $2,000.00 1 $15,908.60 i $174,994.65
f. ^ ;i 10% - E * $0.00 : $42,125.90 1 $463,384.85 $2,000.00 1 $17,699.47 j $194,694.12
- 10% i $0.00 : $46,338.49 I $509,723.34 $2,000.00 i $19,669.41 1 $216,363.53
T59 E 10% : $0.00 $50,972.33 • $560,695.67 $2,000.00 1 $21,836.35 • $240,199.88
! 60 ; E10% E -E $0.00 $56,069.57 i $616,765.24 $2,000.00 1 $24,219.99 ’ $266,419.87
61 "10% ' : $0.00 , $61,676.52 ' $678,441.76 $2,000.00 ; $26,841.99 ; $295,261.86
62 10% i $0.00 1 $67,844.18 ; $746,285.94 $2,000.00 ; $29,726.19 1 $326,988.05
63 10% ■ ^ $0.00 ' 1 $74,628..59 i $820,914.53 $2,000.00 j $32,898.80 i $361,886.85
. 64 :E 10% : $0.00 E; i $82,091.45 1 $903,005.99 $2,000.00 1 $36,388.68 i $400,275.53
J 65 ; 10% : $0.00 i $90,300.60 i $993,306.59 $2,000.00 I $40,227.55 i $442,503.09
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are paying for it. Another good thing about 
credit is that it allows a consumer to take 
advantage of sales to buy goods or services 
at a lower price when the consumer does 
not have enough money.
e. Distribute calculators to the students and 
review' the math processes required to Ccil- 
culate interest. (If some of the students are 
proficient with spreadsheets, you may wish 
to have them construct a spreadsheet to 
complete this activity.)
f. Have the students work in pairs to complete 
Exercise 12.2, Cash or Credit? You Be the 
Judge in Student Workouts. Answers follow:
1. Elizabeth—Because of inflation the stereo 
will cost $1,030; Elizabeth will save $1,080; 
she will be able to buy the stereo and will 
have $50 plus interest earned over the year 
left over.
2. David—Will pay back the $800 in one 
month; he will pay no interest.
3. Ryan—It will take Ryan 10 months to 
pay off his credit card debt; he will have 
spent $851.47 including interest The 
calculations are shown below.
4. Caitlin—Paying only the minimum monthly 
payment, it will take Caitlin almost
15 years to pay her credit card debt, 
and she will have paid $2,034.04, which 
includes interest of $1,234.04.
g. Ask the students to compare the choices of 
the four consumers and decide who made 
the best decision. ('David's choice appears 
to be best David got the enjoyment of his 
stereo right away, and because he paid his 
credit card balance in full, he paid no inter­
est Elizabeth had to wait a year to begin 
enjoying her stereo, and because of inflation, 
her cost was $1,030. Ryan got the enjoyment 
of the stereo while he mode his monthly pay­
ments, but his total cost was $851.47. Caitlin 
got to enjoy her stereo right away, but it took 
her about 15 years to pay for it, and the total
Answers to 3. Rvan’s Credit Card Summary

























Month 1 $800.00 90.00 710.00 127.80 10.65 720.65 1
2 720.65 90.00 630.65 113.52 9.46
640.11 1
3 640.11 90.00 550.11 99.02 8.25 558.36 I
4 558.36 90.00 468.36 84.31 7.03 475.39__________ u
5 475.39 90.00 385.39 69.37 5.78 391.17 1
6 391.17 90.00 301.17 54.21 4.52
305.69 1
7 305.69 90.00 215.69 38.82 3.24 218.93
8 218.93 90.00 128.93 23.21 1.93 130.86
9 130.86 90.00 40.86 7.36 0.61 41.47
10 41.47 41.47 0.00
Total Paid 851.47 51.47
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LESSON 12
cost was more than $2,000. Students may 
comment that Caitlin will undoubtedly want a 
newer and better stereo before she finished 
paying for the present one. )
2. Reading a Credit Cord Statement
a. Explain that when people make credit card 
purchases, they receive a monthly credit 
card statement that contains information 
about their purchases, payments and fees.
b. Have the students examine the sample 
credit card statement in Exercise 12.3, 
Understanding a Credit Card Statement, in 
Student Workouts. Discuss the various com­
ponents, making sure the students under­
stand the following:
1. Total credit line—The maximum 
amount that can be charged.
2. Total availoble credit—Totcil credit line 
minus the new balance.
3. Cash limit—Maximum amount that can 
be used for a cash advance.
4. Cash avollable—Cash limit minus 
new balance.
5. Amount past due—^Any amount that 
was not paid on time.
6. Stotement closing dote—The date
of the last purchase billed on this state­
ment.
7. New balance—W'hat is now' owed.
8. Payment due date—Date by w'hich the 
minimum payment must be made.
9. Minimum payment—The least amount 
that must be paid to avoid pencdty.
10. Previous balance—Last month’s 
balance.
11. Payments—How much was paid in the 
last billing period.
12. Other credits—Any refunds posted to 
the account in the last billing period.
13. Purchases—Total amount spent in this 
billing cycle; this is itemized in another 
part of the statement.
14. Cash advances—Amount charged to 
this account for cash received.
15. Other fees—Late fees or other service 
charges.
16. Finance charge—Interest incurred on 
previous balance.
17. Crace period—Time when no interest 
is charged on new purchases if the new 
balance is paid in full by the pa>Tnent 
due date.






Pius late fee 29.00
Pius finance charge 5.30
New Balance $387.49
d. Have the students complete Exercise 12.3 
as an Independent assignment. (Answers:)
1. February 10, 2001.
2. December 20, 2000.
3. Fee for late payment.






10. Because he or she did not pay the 
balance, in full last month.
11. Answers will vary, but it appears that 
the consumer is paying a major portion 
of his or her credit card debt but has 
had difficulty in making the monthly 
payments on time ($29 late fee).
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Cash or Credit? 
Vou Be The judge
Super Stereo System
Regularly $1000
. ’■% SI;! A-(f <
Read the four stories below and analyze each personas spending decision 
regarding the stereo sale advertised above.
Elizabeth wants to buy a new stereo, but she just started her baby-sitting job 
and she hasn’t earned any money yet. She figures once she starts earning 
income she can save $90 a month in a savings account that earns three percent 
interest annually. Elizabeth learned about inflation in school. Inflation is a 
general increase in prices. She learned that the annual inflation rate is about 
three percent.
She decides to save her money and buy the stereo next year when she can 
afford to pay cash for it.
1 Assuming the price of the stereo increases at the rate of inflation, how much will the stereo cost a year from now?
(HINT: $1000 X .03 + $1000) ___________________________________________________
Financial Fitness foi Life. Shaping Up Vour Financioi Futuft Student Wortjouts, siNationoi Council on Economic Educotion
LESSON 12
2 How much will Elizabeth put into her account in the year?
«il|^ Will Elizabeth be able to buy the stereo?3
Elizabeth have any money left over? :■ •• V'
Da\4d would like to buy a stereo and save 20 percent during a sale. He uses his 
credit card to pay for it. David is counting on getting a lot of graduation money 
from his parents’ business associates. David knows that his credit card company 
offers a 28-day grace period, so if he pays off the whole amount, he won’t owe any 
interest.
Sure enough, after his big party, David counts up the checks and he has $900! When 




How long will it take for David to pay off the $800?
How much interest will he have to pay?
Ryan has a credit card. When he spotted a sale, he wanted to take advantage of the 
$200 savings and buy a stereo at the sale price.
Ryan plans to save $90 a month from his job as an office assistant in his dad’s 
insurcuice business. He plans to pay the credit card company $90 every month until 
his bill is paid.
IUse the chart on the next page to figure out how long it will take him to pay off his credit card debt; the first month is done for you.
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SPENDING AND USING CREDITTHEME 4 -
CONTINUED
Ryan^s Credit Card 
Summary ’ M






































2 Add all the numbers in Column C to find out how much Ryan ended up spending when he bought the stereo.
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L E S S 0 N 1 2
Caitlin really wants a new stereo too, and the 20% off sale is very tempting, so she 
decides to use her credit card and buy the stereo now for $800.
Caitlin works once in a while for her neighbor—cleaning, baby-sitting or mowing 
the lawn—but she doesn’t really earn a regular income. She probably won’t be able 
to save much money, so she plans to pay only the minimum required every month 
on her credit card bill.
(NOTE: Most credit card companies require a minimum monthly payment of at least 
$10 or 1/50 of the unpaid balance, whichever is higher. So, if you owe $1,000, your 
minimum payment is 1/50 of $1,000 or $20; if you owe $100, your minimum payment 
is $10 because 1/50 of $100 is only $2.)
ILook at the chart for Caitlin’s Credit Record for the first 22 months and the last 17 months of her pa^onents. The chart shows what happens when Caitlin 
makes only the minimum payment. Then answer the following questions.
A How many years will it take to pay for the stereo:
A How much will Caitlin spend for the $800 stereo? 
(Total of Column C):
A How much interest will Caitlin pay (Column F) on her purchase?:
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Month 1 $800.00 i 16-00 784.00 141.12 11.76 795.76
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j
Month 2 795.76 15.92 779.84 140.37 11.70 791.54
Month 3 791.54 15.83 775.71 139.63 11.64 787.35
Month 4 787.35 15.75 771.60 138.89 11.57 783.17
Month 5 783.17 15.66 767.51 138.15 11.51 779.02
Month 6 779.02 15.58 763.44 137.42 11.45 774.89
Month 7 774.89 15.50 759.40 136.69 11.39 770.79
Month 8 770.79 15.42 755.37 135.97 11.33 766.70
Month 9 766.70 15.33 751.37 135.25 11.27 762.64
Month 10 762.64 15.25 747.39 134.53 11.21 758.60
Month 11 758.60 15.17 743.43 133.82 11.15 754.58
Month 12 1 754.58 15-09 739.48 133.11 11.09 750.58
Month 13 I 750.58 15.01 735.57 132.40 11.03 746.60
Month 14 746.60 14.93 731.67 131.70 10.98 742.64
Month 15 1 742.64 14.85 727.79 131.00 10.92 738.71 1
Month 16 738.71 14.77 723.93 130.31 10.86 734.79
Month 17 734.79 14.70 720.10 129.62 10.80 730.90
Month 18 730.90 14.62 716.28 128.93 10.74 727.02
Month 19 1 727.02 14.54 712.48 128.25 10.69 723.17
Month 20 723.17 14.46 708.71 127.57 1 10.63 719.34
Month 21 1 719.34 14.39 704.95 126.89 10.57 715.52
Month 22
1j 715.52 14.31 701.21 126.22 10.52 711.73
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(0 + F) 1
140.56 1
1 Month 164 140.56 10.00 i 130.56
___ L______________________
23.50 1.96 132.52 1
1 Month 165 132.52 10.00 122.52 22.05 1.84 124.36 1
1 Month 166 124.36 10.00 114.36 20.58 1.72 116.08 1
1 Month 167 116.08 10.00 106.08 19.09 1.59 107.67 1
1 Month 168 107.67 10.00 97.67 17.58 1.46 99.13 1
1 Month 169 99.13 10.00 89.13 16.04 1.34 90.47 1
1 Month 170 90.47 10.00 80.47 14.48 1.21 81.68 1
1 Month 171 81.68 10.00 71.68 12.90 1.08 72.75 1
1 Month 172 72.75 10.00 62.75 11.30 0.94 63.69 1
1 Month 173 63.69 10.00 53.69 9.66 0.81 54.50 1
I Month 174 1 54.50 10.00 44.50 8.01 0.67 45.16 1
j Month 175 I 45.16 10.00 35.16 6.33
Jl
0.53 35.69 1
1 Month 176 1 35.69 10.00 j 25.69 4.62 0.39 26.08
%
h1 Month 177 26.08 10.00 16.08 2.89 1 0.24 j 16.32
I Month 178 16.32 10.00 6.32 1.14 0.09 I 6.41
------------------------------------------1---------------------------------------
1 Month 179 6.41 6.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



















Finonciol Fitness for Life-. Shaping Up Voor Finoncioi Futuf^S^deot Worhouts, ^Notionol Council on Economic Educotton
LESSON 15
Visual 15.1
Ways to Categorize Expenses
FIXED EXPENSES
Spending that remains the same month to month.
▲ Rent or mortgage payment 
A Car payment
VARIABLE EXPENSES 
Spending that changes month to month.
▲ Long distance telephone bill 
A Gas for the car
A Food purchased at restaurants 
A Video rental
PLANNED EXPENSES
Spending you expect and for which you plan.
A Gift for your mother’s birthday 
A Friday night movie and ice cream 
A Deposit to college savings account
UNPLANNED EXPENSES 
Spending for an unexpected emergency, 
an urgent need, or an impulse purchase.
A Car repair for fender-bender 
A Doctor visit for sprained anhie (or broken bone.)
A Fabulous sale at local music store 
A Donation to collection for victims of earthquake
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FmoTKiof Fitness for Life Shopjng Up Vour Financial Future Teacher r Notional CourKil on Economic Education
THEME 5 MANAGING MONEV
Visual 15.2
Living Within Their Means 
Answer Grid
Lauren Brian Maria Suzanne Marcus JeH
Annual income $43,000 $35,000 $37,000 $130,000 $67,000 $28,950
Monthly income $3,583.33 $2,916.67 $3,083.33 $10,833.33 $5,583.33 $2,412.50
Savings $200 $185 $100 $1,485 $650 $200
Rent/Home 650 725 575 4,005 1,275 750
Utilities 300 240 285 550 285 65
Phone/cable/internet 150 175 225 275 95 45
Food/Groceries 225 207 375 275 275 95
Car payment 550 365 125 750 350 155
Insurance 156 148 220 625 215 115
Transportation 77 88 47 375 85 115
Charity 80 89 20 550 95 55
Clothes 55 115 185 225 150 40
Loan payments 450 307 607 750 1385 595
Entertainment 200 150 165 450 285 45
Services 150 125 75 365 95 60
Other 166 185 150 255 275 75
Total Monthly 
Expense $3,409 $3,104 $3,154 $10,935 $5,515 $2,410








FmoTKiol Fitnets for Life: Shaping Up Vour Financial Future Teocher '29=' S^^National Council on Economic Educotion
Living Within Their Means
R
ead one of the case studies on this or the following pages and decide
whether the person stayed within his or her budget. (NOTE: All incomes 
are after income taxes have been paid.) Then answer questions 1-4 at 
the end of the exercise. After each group gives a report, answer questions 5->9.
Case Study A '
Lauren cams $43,000 a year os a teacher in a booming subur­
ban school district. She has the following monthly expenses:
Savings 
Rent/home mortgage 
Utilities .••••••• • • • - *• • • ••-•*'
Phone/cabie/Iritemet :........
Food/groceries . • - • • • ■ • • - • • • • ••••■
Car payment . .............. . • ’
Insurance (car/rental/hcxne) • • • • • 
Transportation, incl. gas .......
Charity .............. .......
Clothes ...... ........— ...........
Loan payments ....... -............
Entertainment .............. .......










. . . 80 
. . . 55 




Did Lauren spend more or less than she earniKl? 
How much?. Case Study B
Brian has a retirement pension of













Semces (cleaning, hair dresser)
Hr:u;r
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Finonciol Fitness for Life-. Shaping Up Vour Fmoncioi Futurl ftjdent Worbouts, 
c^Notionol Council on Economic Education
THEME 5 MONEV MANAGEMENT
Case Study C
Maria i. a pre-med ^“Va^year
the university. She earns S37,000 ay ^
.......................................... - ■ • ■ ■ ■' * ■ ■ ■ ... 575
Savings .............
Rent/home tnortgage . • • • • • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ..............
Phone/cable/IntemeC...v. ^ ...... . 375
Food/groceries........... •■• ...............................
%iS''’icai/rerital/homB) ........■•••••;■■••■.. 4,
SSportation, incl • 9^ ■ • • • • • • ;■•;•..................... ^20
Charity............................................................................................................................. 607
Clothes.. - - • •• •*-" ......  ..................
Ijoan' payments .. - • • . ....
Entertainmentdresser)services (cleaning, ha^^...........
Other.
more or less than she earned? 







......... • • - ■ - ^'sso
Food/groceries ..... ’' ' ‘ ‘ ‘  ............. 275




noan payments ... ........................... 225
Entertainment.................... *..............  750
jmcea (cleaning, hair' dresser) .I';.......... ■*“
Did Suzanne tnoMaj«anne spend more orHow much? rnon she earned?
755
Rnonciol Fitrsess for Life. Shooing Up Voor Fmonckil Fotor^Sjudeoi Worfrauts, SNotionoi CouncH on Economic Education
LESSON 15
Case Study E
Savings ...........Rent/home mortgage .. *...... ....... ^
Utilities..... . .. ..... . ^^275
Phone/cable/intemet.... .. *' ’ * ‘ ‘ *' * ‘ • * * •".... . 285
Food/groceries....... - • • •  ........ . .. 95
Car payment .............. ‘ • 275
Insurance (car/rental/licxne) ....
Transportation, incl.gas .......... ••••• 215
Charity........ .... ........  35
Clothes. ............. 95
hoan payments . ......... • - • - 150




Services (cleaning, hair dresser) 
Other-....
Did Marcus spend more or less than he earned? 
How much?
Case Study F
II ^r»n<truction company in Texas.
He earns $28,950 ay .... $ 200
.............................. ................................... .. 750
Savings ........... ........... cc




Charity......... .......................... ............. ............................. ...........
Clothes................... ••■■■............ .••-*•••....... ... 45




Did le« .pend mo« or le.. than he earned?
How much?
Ftnonciol Fitneu for Life-. Shaping Up Voot Fmancioi Futu0 ^dent Worfeout.. CNationol Coundt on Ecorwmic Educotion
n fo









Respond to the following questions about the 
person whose case study your group analyzed:
The person’s car needs a new timing belt at a cost of $700. What changes would you 
mahe In his/her budget? _____________________________________________________
If the person increases savings by $175 for four months in order to buy the timing belt, 
what are some trade-offs to consider? _________________________________________
Remember that opportunity cost is the next-best alternative that is given up when a 
choice is made. Based upon the choice s/he made to increase savings for the timing 
belt, what is the opportunity cost? _________________________________________
Mahe some suggestions for how the person whose case study you read could budget 
her/his income and expenses more wisely. _____________  .
i ; ----
Exchange information with other teams in 
your class to answer these questions:
Who had the most money left at the end of the month?
Who overspent the budget?
Which worber had between $100 and $200 left at the end of the month?
How much income did Marcus have left over at the end of the month?
If Lauren chooses to tabe a trip this month that costs $500, what are some trade-offs 
she’ll have to consider? ______________________________________________________







• Teenagers spend over $172 billion annually.
• More young people filed for bankruptcy than 
graduated from college in 2001.
• 95% of college graduate students have cards; 
each has an average of four cards with an 
average total balance of $4,776.
• Only 21% of students between the ages of 16 and 
22 say they have taken a personal finance course 
at school.
(Statistics provided by the American Bankruptcy Institute, the Federal Reserve, 
and the National Endowment for Financial Education.) 2
Regional Meeting 
Best Practices Topic
“Engage in a successful project to increase 
the financial literacy of high school and 
college students in the community.”
MonevSense Program Objectives
• Provide young adults with information to 
help make good financial decisions
• Help students understand the importance 
of managing money wisely
• Raise awareness of potential problems 
students might encounter when living on
the»ir nwn fnr thp. timp
1 MonevSense Seminars Hiqh School Education
1 • Six seminars on various financial • Going into classrooms to teach
1 topics students about financial issues
1 • Occur in January and February •Topics include: budgeting, savings.
1 -Saturdays from 10-12 pm investing, credit, and checking
1 -Free breakfast • Be role models for younger students
1 -Topics include: budgeting & savings. starting out







- Preparing for presentations 
-Teaching
Great resume builder 
Involvement/Extracurricular activities play 












CLASSROOM II^QUIRY E-MAIL TEMPLATE
Dear Dr. XYZ,
Western's chapter to Beta Alpha Psi (BAP), an organization for accounting and financial 
infonnation students, is hosting six seminars in January and February to teach college 
students about various topics in financial literacy. We are very excited about the program 
because we feel that there is a serious lack of financial knowledge among young adults in 
the United States. We are trying to make a difference in our community.
The program, called MoneySense, targets freshmen and sophomores who are just starting 
to be financially independent. These are also the students who, due to lack of knowledge, 
tend to run into financial problems. In fact, it was found that in 2001, more young people 
filed for bankruptcy than graduated from college in the United States.* Our goal is to 
help students understand how to make intelligent financial decisions to become well-off 
in their future.
BAP students will be teaching each session (except the last one), which will allow 
participants to better connect with the material. We have collected extensive materials on 
each topic and are expecting to give fun and informative presentations.
This program will only be successful if we can get students to attend, which is why we 
are asking for your help. It would be wonderful if you would consider providing extra 
credit to students who attend. At the very least, we would appreciate it if you would allow 
us to come into your classroom the first or second day of classes during winter quarter to 
give a short presentation about the program and pass out some information. We are trying 
very hard to make this a lasting program that has an impact on the lives of students.
Please help us get it off to a good start.
Please feel free to visit our website or contact the MoneySense coordinator with 
questions or concerns.
http://wvA\^cbe.wwu.edu/clubs/baD/MonevSense/home.asp
Thank you very much,
Angela Martin
MoneySense Program Co-Coordinator 





All seminar sessions will run from 10 AM to Noon
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WWU campus.
Continental Breakfast will be provided.
January’ 7: Fun and introductions to personal finance
• Media messages about money and consumerism
• Financial resources on campus and around town
• Banking and checking accounts
January 21: Budgeting and savings
• Living within your means
• Importance of saving money
• Saving for the future: major life expenses and retirement
January 28: Credit cards, credit scores, and ID theft
• Shopping for credit cards
• Consumer protection
• Using credit wisely
• Protection against ID theft online and offline 
February 4: Living on your own
• Budgeting for your lifestyle
• Financial questions to ask when looking for housing
• Financial lessons about roommates
February 11: Investing
• Types of investments
• Setting investment goals
February 25: Taxes 
Hosted by tax professionals
• Know your filing status
• Tax strategies
*Statistics provided by the American Bankruptcy Institute
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MO]\EYSEl^SE FLYER AND HANDOUTS
Mi 11 d
What every student must know 
(0 become well-off in the future
SmBkmrnr^ T* Ptiii ittlrfi>duciiDn?i to |»rrsoitidl
-Meidlia abtiut nfioncy anti ct'nsanicriMci
-Financial rcsoureCs twi campusi and artJurvd tim%
-Banking 3tkJ checking accoiiPti!.
January 21: llu<lgrtiiig and «m\inpi
-Living within yoyr means
of saving nioney
;SaviT^^ for tf^ future, majiuir Ufe expenses and mircmcnl
Jantiar^ 2S: C’njdit cardas credit settres* and 111, llicfl
-Shdppuig ft>r credit cards ''' ^  ̂
-Consumer paotection '
-Usifig credit wisely
-Protection against ID theft onliTte and offtine
February 4: Uvinit on your onn
-Budgeting for your lifestyle
-Financial <giestiOfts to ask w hen 104>king for housing
-Financial lessons about ixxiTOmat«j ■
February II: loYeNtin^
-Types of investments 
-Setting investment goals
February 25: Taxeis: 
Hosted by tax professionals
-1 iling status 
-Tax strategies
Come participate. 
Free for all students! 
Free continental breakfast!
10 AM to Noon
hnp://n'Mw.che.u%\ii.ihJu/ciuH/h(dp/yhneySen^^
LiKcitum: WWUBmlogy Buitdmg 2S4




FOLLOW LP E-MAIL TO HS TEAC HER
Dear Mr. XYZ,
My name is Angela Martin and am I contacting you to follow up on a proposal Alexa 
Volwiler sent to you in early October. An accounting student at Western, I have had the 
opportunity to take a variety of business courses over the last several years but I know 
this is an experience few can claim in high school. Basic financial knowledge of credit, 
savings, and investing is critical if a student hopes to lead a healthy fiscal life. Referred 
to me by Pamela Whalley, I would like come teach a class or two with a couple other 
Western students on a topic related to developing good financial habits. Ideally I’d like 
to come in next quarter so please let me know if you would be interested in something 
like this so we can set a date. I plan on teaching primarily out of the National Council on 
Economic Education’s Financial Fitness for Life workbook, as it has a variety of topics 
for a variety of students (freshman to seniors). I know you have a busy schedule and 
your own set curriculum to cover but I would really love to work with you to make this 
happen. If you would like me to come in and teach multiple topics on more than one day 
or if you can only fit me in for one class session either way would be appreciated. Also if 
you know any other teachers that would be interested in this program please let me know. 
Thank you for your help and hopefully I will hear from you soon. Have a great day.
Sincerely,
Angela Martin
Money Sense High School Coordinator 
cell: (253) 670-3218
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PRESEIVriXG IN HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOJHS
i Budgeting and Savings . *
Presented by
The WWU Accounting Students
Introduction
a Those who are able to achieve their financial goals in life 
— even those with relatively little income — usually have 
identified their specific goals and then have developed a 
plan that will help them achieve their goals over time.
« Your financial plan doesn’t have to be complicated
» You don’t have to earn a lot of money to have a financial 
plan.
« Your financial plan can be as simple as finding a way to 
live within your income, pay your bills on time, and 
maybe save a little bit or money as well.
a Before we talk about how to develop your plan, it is 
helpful to explore some other facets of your life that can 
either speed up or slow down your journey to financial 
success. You will have many choices to make in 
developing your successful financial plan.
VALUES
Why are values important to a successful financial plan?
• We value the things we think are important. In a time of hard 
financial choices, you have to re-examine the things you really 
value in life and decide to spend your money only on the things 
you value most
» If you are not careful, you may end up devoting all your tima, 
money, and energy to the immediate crisis and neglecting other 
things that are really important
• One way to help you decide which of your values is the most
important is to set priorities. Completing the activities on the next 
page will help.
Values Acthdty — Values Priority 
Chart
1. List your additional values in the “Values"
section on the left.
2. Rank them in their order of importance to
you in the “Priority Order” section on the right.
For instance, if both financial health and mental 
health are important to you, which one would you 
choose to address first if you had to make a choice?
Values Acth'ity #1 — Values Priority 
Chart
Values Priority Order
• Rewarding Career ______________
• Financial Health _______________________________
• Mental Health _______________
• Spiritual Health _______________
• Physical Health _______________________________
• Family Relationships _______________
ACHIEVING BALANCE BETWEEN 
VALUES
xOften you have to make difficult choices between values when 
they compete with each other.
When values conflict with each other success in one can cause 
you to have to compromise another.
»The trick is to be able to balance your values so that they 
complement each other.
*The planning process will help you achieve this balance because 
you will take all of your most important values into consideration 
when you develop your financial plan.
♦The values you have listed will be reflected in the goal{s) that you 
set for yourself.
♦Just as you have set priorities with your values, you will also need 





3. Make a plan
4. Take action
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #1. Assess Needs
Evaluate your current financial situation. In this step, take a broad 
look at the vvay things are now. Ask yourself these questions:
• What are my basic needs?
• What else do I need?
• Do I really NEED it? Is there an alternative to buying it now?
• What else do I want?
• Why do I want if?
• How would life be different if I had it? What would change if I had
it?
• Make a list of wants and a list of needs. Do the lists agree with
your values and priorities?
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #2. Set Goals






Specific — Set specific goals whicti you can dearly name. For example, save 
money to get a new refrigerator — not just to save money.
.Measurable — Measure goals by the time and/or money it will take to attain them. 
.Attainable — Make sure goals are reasonable and possible. For example. T kmw 
I can save X dollars each week to reach my goal within six months.”
Relevant — Make sure your goals fit your needs
. Time-related — Set a definite target date. For example. ”1 must save enough to 
purchase a new refrigerator within six months (by___month,___ day.___year).*
THE PLANNING PROCESS
» Goals can be classified according to how far In the future 
you’re thinking: 
a Short-term:
« Goals that occur within the next two months, such as making 
the next month's rent payment on time or saving for a present 
for someone whose birthday is in six weeks, 
o Medium-term:
• Goals that occur two months to three years into the future. 
Examples include saving to buy a car next year or getting 
ready to purchase a home in two years.
□ Long-term:
* Goals that occur three years or more into the future. Examples 
include saving for retirement or saving for future college 
expenses, such as graduate school.
10
THE PLANNING PROCESS
» Progress toward goals will depend on 
spending less than you receive.
■ There are only two ways to accomplish this: 
spend less or receive more.
THE PLANNING PROCESS
Rec.t:' .'ip More. What cJeteirnmes People’s Pay
* Competition
u Based on productivity, or the worker’s ability to produce
■ Education
a Productivity in today’s economy depends on the use of 
information and technology
□ People with more education are usually more productive 
3 Education and Earnings (median by group).
» Some college $32,396
» College graduate $46,384
» Advanced degree or higher $57,408
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_____________________________________________ _________________ _ _________________ _ -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------
THE PLANNING PROCESS THE PLANNING PROCESS:
spending Less Step #3. Make a Plan
This is where budgeting comes in, which * Imagine the actions or steps you need to take to get from where you are now to where you want to be.
* Once you can truly "see" the actions you need to take to get to where you want
will be discussed later on. to be write down everything needed to accomplish each of these actions.
« Be sure you think about the money, time, energy, people, and information that 
will be required.
Action Resources Needed
Next determine the best order for the steps you should take What do you have to 
do first, second, third... last? Try to foresee possible roadblocks to reaching your 
goal, but don't let these roadblocks discourage you Thinkir^ about them now 
will give you the opportuf)ity to prepare for them before they happen.
,
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #4. Take Action
Take the first step. Many times goals are not reached just because 
the first step was never taken. Just having a plan doesn't 
mean you will reach your goal. You must actually take the 
actions listed in your plan.
Keep on keeping on. When you encounter obstacles, 
persistence wins more often than talent. Place reminders 
or pictures of your goals where you will see them every day. This 
will remind you of them as you make financial choices.
Summaty
■ Financial success is usually a result of consciously 
deciding what we really want and need and making a 
realistic plan to achieve these things.
m Whenever you spend money for anything you are 
making a decision, even if it is a small one.
■ Before you take out your wallet, remember what you 
value most in life, what goals you have already 
decided you want to achieve and when, and the plan 
you have made to achieve those goals.
The Purpose of a Budget
■ Managing cash requires you to examine how 
you earn money and how you spend it.
■ A cash flow statement is one way of 
recording how money is spent—what you 
purchase, the amount, and whether the 
expense is planned or unplanned.
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Components of a Budget
AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME
« Any budget discussion must begin with an honest 
determination of how much money you actually have 
to work with each month.
j Do you know what your real average monthly income is?
m There are two ways to look at your monthly income:
□ Gross income: the total you actually earned (ex.
$1,000/month)
a Net income: what is left after your employer takes out 
deductions for taxes, social security, Medicare, etc. This is 
also called your “take home pay.”
« In order to know how much you can actually spend, 
you must accurately determine your net (take-home) 
pay.
ComponentvS of a Budget
Exercise #1; Calculate Average Monthly Take-Home Pay
1. Find your gross incoms or totai earnings on a payroM check
Stub S_
2. Subtract deducpons for feder^. state, and local taxes: soci^ security:
insurance premiums: garnishments: child support: any other 
employee benefits: retirement or savings deductions.
Charitable deductions: etc » S_
3 Sutytract any other automatic deductions you have authorized,
like loan payments, savings plan. etc. — $,
4. If you ere paid every week, t^ce a month or bi-weekly, use one of
the following formulas to convert your pay to a monthly amount.
____ per week x 4.333 -___________permon^
bi-weekly x 2.167 ‘___________per month
_____ twice a month x 2 -___________ per month
5. If you have any other sources of income, or if your pay varies seasonaMy,
cahuiate an average over six months or a year to account for the 
pea^s and valleys.
Add this amount to your other regular income. * S ^
This is your: Total Average Monthly Income $ _
Components of a Budget
Exercise #2: Estimate Your Average Monthly Spending
MONEY: TRACKING YOUR SPENDING
Consider each spending category on the left and write how 
much you think you spend each month on the right. You 
will later compare these figures with what you really 
spend.
Components of a Budget
TRACK YOUR ACTU/VL MONTHLY SPENDING
» The objective in tracking your actual spending is to get a very 
clear picture of exactly where you have been spending your 
money.
» To do this, you need to gather your records from the past year 
and organize them into expense categories: fixed expenses, 
periodic expenses, and variable expenses.
>. Here are some of the kinds of records and reminders you might 
collect and examine to help you determine the exact figures for 








Components of a Budget
Fixed Expenses
is These are the major, set expenses you must 
pay every month like rent, mortgage, car or 
truck payments, child support, etc. They are 
the same each month.
* Fixed expenses such as utilities often vary 
from month to month depending upon the 
weather.
□ To get an average, look back at your utility bills for at least 
one year, add up the total you have spent, and then divide 
that number by 12 to get the average amount you spend per 
month.
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Components of a Budget
Periodic Expenses
• These are expenses you pay regularly, but not necessarily every month.
• They include medical expenses, house and car insurance, property and 
income taxes, car repairs, etc.
» To determine how much you spend on a specific periodic expense on a 
monthly basis, gather all of your receipts for that category during the past 
year and divide the total by 12.
• Many people forget to include their periodic expenses when they prepare 
their budgets because these are usually payments they don't make every 
month.
u They are still 'regular' payments because they must be made in certain amounts 
at certain times
u Steps to stay current on your perxrdic expenses
1. Include them in your spending category
2. Make a note on your financial calendar of when and how much must be paid in that
spending category
3. Pul the monthly portion ot the total amount you wOl have to pay into a savings
account so th^ you will have the total payrnent available on the due date.
Components of a Budget:
F,.\ample: Monrhlv F..\{x.'nst for Far Insurancre
« Dee’s car insurance costs $1,200/year. She can’t 
afford to pay the entire premium at once, so she has 
been making quarterly payments of $300 each.
■ How much should Dee budget each month for her car 
insurance, even though she doesn’t have to pay it 
each month?
$1.200 = $ 100/month 
12
» How does Dee make sure she has $300 each time her 
quarterly payment is due?
She puts $100 each month into her savings account (where it will 
earn interest), or into her “car insurance" envelope. Every three 
__ rnonths Dee will have $300 to send to her insurance company. _
Components of a Budget:
Variable Expenses
■ These are usually the best areas to cut back spending.
■ They include clothing, eating out, long distance phone calls, 
cable, newsptapers, entertainment, etc.
■ To determine how much you spend in each category, you need 
to track these expenses day by day, week by week, for at least 
a month.
• Write down every dime, nickel, and penny you spend for the next 
few weeks.
m It may seem silly to you now to write down every penny you 
spend on every little thing, especially for four weeks, 
j However, you will probably see that some weeks you tend to 
spend more than other weeks, and some weeks you will have 
expenses that you don’t have in other weeks.
Money Tracker for WEEKLY Spending










MONTHLY Money Tracker Worksheet
Uonthly
£jrp»AM»
Montfi 1 Month 2 MonchJ Month 4 Months Months Month/ Total Avor»9*
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Living Witliin Tlicir Means
Read one of the case studies on this or the 
following pages and decide whether the 
person stayed within his or her budget. 
(NOTE: All incomes are after income taxes 
have been paid.)
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i UKdng Within Their Means 1 Living Within IFieir Means
Case Study A Case Study B
■ Lauren earns $43,000 a year as a teacher in a booming 
suburban school district. She has the following monthly 
expenses;
Savings....................................... S 200
» Brian has a retirement pension of $35,000 a year. He has the 
following monthly expenses:
Savings.............................................................$ 165





Car paymant....................................  550
bwuranca (car/rantaMwma).......... 156





Sarvicas (claaning. harr drassar)..... 1SO
Othar..... ..........................................  166
Food/grecarias..................................................... 207
Car paymant...........................    ,365
ktsurartca (car/ranlal /homa)..........  148
Transportation, ind. gaa............... ........................ 68
Charity................................................  66
Ctethas.....................................................  tl5
Loan paymants .       J07
Entartainmant........     150
Sarvicas (daaning. hair drassar)...........................125
Othar............................  165
Did Brian spend more or less than he earned?
How much?Did Lauren spend more or less than she earned?
How much?
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I living Within Their Means 
Case Study C
« Maria is a pre-med student, but she works part-time as a lab 
assistant at the university. She earns $37,000 a year and has the 
following expenses;
Soiog> ......................... s 100




Cf -.............. -........  125




Lean paymantk.................  607
Cfteriainntanc.......................   165
Sarviea» (ctaamng. haa draeser)....... 75
oe>«......................................................ISO
Did Maria spend more or less than she earned? 
How much?_____________
Li\dng Within llieir Means 
Case Study D
« Suzanne is the executive vice president of a Silicon Valley
computer-engineering firm. She earns $130,000 a year and has the
following expenses:
Savings.................... „..Sl,48S




Car paymani.........................   750
insuranca (car/rantaMwma)........... 625
Tranaportaben, inei. gaa... ........... 375
Charity................................. 550
Cicttas.................................225
Loan payntanli ............. .......... 750
Enlartainmant......................... 450
Sarvicas (etaaning, hair draasar)......365
OChar.................................  255
Did Marcus spend more or less than he earned? 
How much?_____________
Living \X'ithin Their h'leans 
Case Study F
■ Jeff is a successful supenntendent for a small construction company 
in Texas. He earns $28,950 a year and has the following monthly 
expenses:
Savmgs.............................. 5 200
Rant/homa mortgaga ...........  750
IWitias  65
Rhenafcabia/intamat .........  45
Feod/grocaoas . .........   65
Car paymant..................   155
bnurartca (carfrarvtaVhema) . . .... 115
Transportation, md. gaa . ...   115
Chanty 55
CMhas ............................46
Loan ptymartt ........................ 565
Entartammanl......................   45
Sarvicas (daana^g. haa drasiar) ., . . 60 
CNhar......... . 75
Did Jeff spend more or less than he earned? 
How much?_____________
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I MONEY: SAVING YOUR MONEY
■ Any successful financial plan includes a regular savings 
plan, no matter how small.
• Getting into the habit of saving is just as important as 
how much you save.
j You may only be able to save a small amount at first — even if 
that’s the difference between eating lunch out every day or 
packing your lunch.
B If you develop the habit of finding small ways to save 
now you will find that after your financial situation is more 
stable, you will be in the habit of saving. You will already 
have an account with a savings history.
c Remember, if you can just find a way to save just $20 
per week, every week for a year, you will have saved 
$1,040 after one year!
a . After five years you willJnave saved $5,200! _____
MONEY: SPENDING YOUR 
MONEY —WISELY
a When establishing your budget, you should have the 
following information;
□ Your initial estimates and records of fixed, periodic, and variable 
expenses.
j Remember to set aside money each month in anticipation of 
periodic expenses which you know you will have to pay.
■ Now you should ask yourself if the amount you spend is 
greater or less than your average monthly income, 
u If you spend more than you make, you must look at those 
categories where you can spend less on the same item or 
eliminate it altogether.
J If you make more than you spend, save the extra money and 
invest it for your future!
! A Tale of I’wo Savers
The following case study is about two people who saved Each earned 10 
percent interest Of course, the interest or rate of return for any one year 
can differ greatly
Ana Smith started saving when she was 22. right out of college Saving 
involves an opportunity cost—the best alternative given up It wasn't easy 
to save $2,000 a year then, considering her car loan, car, and rent 
payments But Ana was determined to save because her grandmother 
always said it wasn't what you make but what you save that determines 
your wealth So, reluctantly. Ana gave up buying that new car and renting a 
really nice apartment, and she saved $2,000 a year After 12 years, she 
got tired of the sacrifice, yearning for a brand new red sports car and other 
kixuries She didn’t touch the money she had already saved because she 
wanted to be sure she would have rrxxiey for retirement, which she 
planned to do at the end of her 65th year But she quit saving and hit the 
stores.
i A Tale of "I’wo Savers
Shawn Wright didn’t start saving until he was 34. He also graduated 
from college at 22, but he had done without many things in college, 
and, now ttiat he had an income, he wanted some of those things 
He bought a new car and a very nice wardrobe and took some 
wonderful trips But spending his current income involved an 
opportunity cost. By the time he was 34, Shawn was married, had 
many responsibilities, and decided he’d better start saving and 
planning for his financial future. He had also heard that it isn’t what 
you have earned, but what you have saved, that determines your 
wealth. He figured he had 25 to 30 productive years left in his 
career. So, with new determination, Shawn saved $2,000 a year for 
the next 32 years until he retired at the end of his 65th year.
Which person do you believe had more savings at the end of his/her 
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A Tale of Two Savers:
The Growth of Ana’s and Shawn’s Savmgs
1. How much money had Ana put into savings by age 65?
C$24, ooo;
2 How much money had Shawn put into savings by age 65? 
($64,000)
3. How much savings (total wealth) did Ana have at the end of her
65th year?
($993,306.59)
4. How much savings (total wealth) did Shawn have at the end of
his 65th year?
($442,503.99)
5. In money terms, what are the opportunity cost and benefit for
Ana?
(Ana sacrificed the immediate uses she might have made of 
$24,000, but she has $993,306.59 at age 66.)
A Tale of 'Fwo Savers
6. In money terms, what are the opportunity cost and benefit for Shawn?
(Shawn sacrificed the immediate uses he might have made of $64,000, but he has 
$442,503.09 at age 66.)
7. What is as important as the amourrt saved and amount of time? Why?
(How early the money is saved and how long it is left to accumulate. These factors 
will determine how much wealth accumulates Even a small amoanf will grow large 
if left to compound over a long period of time.)
8 What are the incentives for saving early?
(Saving early means fewer contributions are necessary as compared (o saving 
later. Compounding of interest makes money for you.)
9. What might be an opportunity cost for saving ear1y'>
(Ana gave up buying a nicer car in order to save more.,^
10. What conclusions can you draw from this activity?
(The earlier and longer money is saved, fhe more money rf makes. It is better to 
save early and put H to work than to save later and try to catch up. Although Ana 
saved only $24,000, her return was greater than the return for Shawn, who saved 
S64M0Q.)____________ _____ . _______________________
i Timing is Everything
• Financial success is rarely achieved unless 
individuals choose to postpone some current 
spending so that they can save some 
income.
» Start saving early and regularly to take 
advantage of compound interest and build 
personal savings into a comfortable nest egg.
Timing is Even-diing: Conclusion
» As we know, income after taxes can be used tor tvwj purpose: 
spending and saving.
• In considering how you will spend your money in the future, you 
should keep the opportunity cost of your choices in mind and 
think about how those choices will affect your future.
• Many young people don’t think thev have enough income to 
save. As a result, they don't get off to an early start on a regular 
saving program. How can this decision be costly in the long run?
Remember
» The amount saved is not as imfHjrtant as saving on a regular 
basis!
■ The more time you have to save, the more savings you will have 
at the end of the time period.
» The more income you choose to save, the more savings you will 
have at the end of the time period.
■ The higher the interest rate the more savings you will have at the 
end of the time period.
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IXFORMATIOX OX HEAD START PROGRAM
Early Childhood 
Opportunities Northwest
Head Start, Early Head Start & ECEAP
Presents:
2006
Health & Social Services Fair
Monday, February 13^^, 2006 
9:00 AM-12:00 PM
St. Luke's Community Health Ed. Center 
3333 Squalicum Pkwy. 
Bellingham
Come learn about FREE resources available in our community!
• Housing Assistance







• FREE employment 
resources
• FREE tuition 
assistance
• FREE adult education 
classes
FREE prizes! FREE 
giveaways I FREE 
demonstrations!
• Fast, Cheap & Healthy 
meals
• Planning a food budget
• Healthy kids snacks






















• Old Town Christian 
Ministries
Health
• Whatcom County 
Health Department
• Animals as Natural 
Therapy
• Interfaith Family 
Health Center
Children's Services
• Blue Skies for 
Children






• Northwest Justice 
Proj ect














FUN & INTRODUCTIONS TO RFRSONAL FINANCE
Welcome
Fun and Introduction 
To Personal Finance
Presented by
The WWU Accounting Students
Purpose of this lesson
Most students do not know much about 
personal finance and economics 
Personal finance is learning how to manage 
your money wisely.
The payoff for learning personal finance is 
that it can make you wealthier through 
making educated choices.
This lesson introduces ideas that will be 
explored throughout the study of 
'~*conomics and personal finance.
The Millionaire Game ^ Questions %
* Answer each question "True" or "False."
* Most millionaires are college ^• For each correct answer, you will receive ^
five points. / graduates (T/F) J
• For each incorrect answer, you will lose f
five points \ • Most millionaires work less than 40 \
• For any five questions, you may hold tm the / 
"Millionaire" card with your answer. If you \
answer correctly, you will receive 10 j
hours a week (T/F) J
• More than half of all millionaires \
points. If you answer incorrectly, you will /
lose 10 points. V never received money from a trust ✓fund or estate (T/F) \
Questions
• More millionaires have American 
Express Cold Cards than Sears cards 
(T/F)
• More millionaires drive Fords than 
Cadillacs (T/F)
• Most millionaires work in glamorous 
jobs, such as sports, entertainment, 
or high tech (T/F)
Questions
• Most millionaires work for big 
Fortune 500 companies (T/F)
• Many poor people become millionaires 
by winning the lottery (T/F)
• College graduates earn about 65% 




• If an average 18-year-old high school 
graduate spends as much as an average 
high school dropout until both are 67 
years old, but the high school graduate 
invests the difference in his/her 
earnings at 87o annual interest, the high 
school graduate would have $5,500,000 
(T/F)
Questions
• Day traders usually beat the stock 
market and many of them become 
millionaires (T/F)
• If you want to be a millionaire, avoid 
the risky stock market (T/F)
Questions % Questions ^
• At age 18, you decide not to smoke ^ • If you save $2,000 a year from age ^
and save $1.50 a day. You invest this j 22 to age 65 at 8% annual interest, J
$1.50 a day at SYo annual interest r your savings will be over $700,000 at [
until you are 67. At age 67, your \ age 65 (T/F) \
savings from not smoking are almost ( • Single people are more often \$300,000 (T/F) j millionaires than married people J
(T/F) r
^ J
Rules for Improving 
Your Financial Life
1. Get a good education.
2. Work long, hard, and smart.
3. Learn money-management skills.
4. Spend less than you could spend.
5. Save early and often.
6. Invest in common stocks for the 
long term.
7. father information before making 
decisions.
The Economic Way of 
Thinking
1. Why IS There no such -hira as a free iunch^
Because of scarcity, we can't have everything we want—whether it's 
clothes, cars, or lunches. Every time we choose something, we hove to 
give tg) something else. In other words, everything has a cost.
2. Why do some people have more money thcT others/
They have mode wiser decisions regarding education, money 
management, and lifestyle.
3. How vVii! .rtudyina personai f snonce improve my life^
This information will help you make better choices: better choices can 
lead to greater wealth and a more satisfying life.
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The Economic Way of 
Thinking
4, vVhct is an economic way of rhinkmg?
A reasoning process that involves considering costs 
as well as benefits in making decisions.
5. Why do we have to make so many 
decisions?
Because of scarcity, we can’t have everything we 
want.
A Mystery of 
Two Families
The Robinsons and the Meltons are 
two families that earn the same 
income, live in the same 
neighborhood, are of the same age, 
and have two children each. Yet the 
Robinsons are six times wealthier 
than the Meltons. Why is this?
A Mystery of 
Two Families
The Meltons are very worried about money. 
Their credit card balance keeps increasing 
every month. They have neither the time nor 
money to improve their education. Although 
they could sell their house for more than they 
owe on the mortgage, they have no savings. 
They hope their children will get scholarships 
to pay for college.
The Economic Way of 
Thinking
6. Are rhinas acTTinc oerter or worse in the United STctei;
Things are definitely getting better. Here are a few examples. In 1970. 
the average size of a new home was 1.500 square feet, and by the late 
1990s. the average size was 2.150 square feet. Only 34 percent of new 
homes had centra! heat and air conditioning in 1970, white 81 percent 
of new homes were so equipped in the late 1990s. In 1970, 20percent 
of households had no car, and only 29 percent had two or more By 
the late 1990s, only eight percent of households had no car, and 62 
percent had two or more. The average net worth of a household in 
1970 was $27,938. and m the late 1990s it was $59,398 You will 
probably h ve better than your parents as tong as you get a good education\ 
and make sound financial decisions. Go for it!
A Mystery of 
Two Families
The Robinsons spend time managing their 
money but not worrying about it. Although 
they never inherited a dime, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robinson feel they can easily send their childrer 
to college. The $250,000 they have saved 
is also a good start for their retirement. Both 
are working to improve their future income.
Mr. Robinson is completing a college degree at 
night, and Mrs. Robinson has been taking 
weekend seminars offered at no cost by her 
employer. Both are hoping for promotions.
A Mystery of 
Two Families
To scive ihe mvsi£f7 of the two 
fcrr.uT,. kern some basic po^rt: 
of Kco‘''cm»c reasoning that wsii help 
vou meke better choices.
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i
The Handy Dandy ^uide
1. People choos'i
2. AW choices srivcive cos is.
3. People respond io 'ncentitf:;; pre-jictfibie 
woys.
4. People create eco;v..-m:.- tHu*
influence cho:c.es ond inci-. ■ '..r-,
5. People gain when they trodo vcii^ntarily
6. People’s choices hove consesjsfices for 
the future
1. People choose
This may seem obvious, but think for a minute about how many people say 
they ‘have no choice 'In fact, we AL WA VS have a choice.
The Robinsons spend a few hours every week managing their money. They 
have a budget, record their expenses, and adjust their spending if they 
are ‘over budget. ’ Their goo! is to save 10 percent of their income each 
month. They investigate how to invest their savings, comparing rates of 
return and risks.
The Meltons feel they don't have time for this. They are thankful for 
their two credit cards because without them they could never get the 
things they want The Meltons do spend a lot of time watching television: 
relaxing is important.
2, All choKe.z '
Choices come with costs. Because the Robinsons spend time 
managing their money, they must give something up. 
Economists say there is an opportunity cost for every 
choice. The opportunity cost is the most valued option that 
you gave up because you chose what you did. The 
opportunity cost is your next best option.
For the Robinsons, the opportunity cost of managing their 
money is the television they give up. For the Meltons, the 
opportunity cost of watching television is managing their 
money.
Making good choices involves comparing the benefits and 
costs of any decision. The Robinsons are wealthier than the 
Meftons because of the choices they made
3. People respond to incentives 
in predictabk:
An ineentiy€ is a benefit or cost that influences o person's decisions 
One powerful incentive is money. Money is important because of the stuff we can 
buy with It and the freedom it gives us to meU<e more choices People worh to earn 
money, but they also work to accomplish their goals and have a satisfymg career. By 
managing your money more carefully, you can keep mere of the benefits of your 
hard work by hovmg the money to accomplish other goals.
Another incentive is interest on savings Most people would rather hove something 
today than tomorrow. This is why people pay interest when they borrow money and 
earn interest when they save it
The incentive for the dobinsons to save ts that they will have more goods and services 
in the future. They will also be able to achieve oth^ goals because they can 
help others, spend money on recreation, and hove a greater variety of choices. This 
IS also an incentive for getting a good education With a good education, you will 
earn much more in the future, understand more about the world, and have more 
control over your hfe.
4. People crcxne economic aystemc
thnt 'nf luer;"j or
The American economic system relies on markets, choices, and incentives.
Amehcons are free To start a business, get an education, choose an occupation, and 
buy or not buy an incredible variety of goods and services. Americans may save or 
not save, rent an apartment or buy a house, buy a new car, a used car or no car. 
and use credit cords or pay cash. Every decision has costs and benefits The system 
creates incentives that guide our behavior
The American pnvate-enterprise system has mode the United States a land of choices 
and opportunities. These opportunities immive ever-present tradeoffs and choices.
Of course, every choice has an opportunity cost.
The Robinsons Take better advantage of the opportunities available to them They 
do not view themselves os victims of too little meome or of businesses that char^ 
too high prices Instead, they moke choices to increase their future income and 
spend that income wisely.
People gein wnen they trade
‘Voluntary’refers to doing something because you want to, not 
because someone forced you Neither the Robinsons nor tfie 
Meltons are forced to buy goods and services. They are not 
forced to work for the/r employers. They do these things 
because the benefits are greater than the costs.
Of course, things can go wrong when people trade. If you don't 
trade carefully and gather sound information, you may find you 
don't benefit as much from the trade as you expected. The 
Robinsons take more time than the Meltons before making 
such decisions.
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o. Peoples choices hcvc
consequences for the fu+u
If you watch television and read newspaper and magazine 
advertisements, you may think everyone lives for today. Most people, 
however, also live for tomorrow. Otherwise, why would we conserve, 
save, and invest?
L ife is not a lottery. Sound decision making—not luck—will affect your 
future. The choices you make today will affect your future.
The Robinsons have more wealth because they saved more and spent 
less than the Meltons, even though the Meltons work more The 
Robinsons also get more for their income because they compare costs, 
benefits, and alternatives before making major purchases Their past 
decisions have affected their present wealth and lifestyle.
Decision Making
A fundamental law of economics 
states that there is no such thing 
as a free lunch.
• Individuals, businesses, governments, and 
economic systems all face scarcity.
• We must make decisions at the personal, business, 
and government levels.
• A wise decision involves weighing the benefits and 
costs of the alternatives.
• There is a cost to every decision.
Decision Making ^ Decision Making ^
• Scarcity occurs because our ^
resources are limited and our wants J
• People's wants ore never satisfied. The United
States is one of the richest nations in the world, ^ 
but poverty still exists. ^
• Even wealthy individuals desire more. Few of us J
are satisfied with our education, health care, and [
standard of living. \
• Many people would also like to have more income. /
• Wants also change over time. Twenty years ago, \
few Americans had CD players, DVD players, cell j
phones, or computers. No one wantea a faster ^
Internet connection. \
are unlimited. V
• Scarcity exists because human wants f
always outstrip the limited resources \
available to satisfy them. /
J
Decision Making
• Unfortunately, our resources are limited 
We have only so many human resources, 
natural resources, and capital resources.
- Human resources are the physical, intellectual, 
and creative talents of people.
• When you get a better education, you 
improve your human resources. When a 
nation is better educated, it has more 
human resources—and a higher standard 
of living.
Decision Making
Natural resources are gifts of 
nature.
Natural resources include water, 
forests, natural gas, oil, and climate. 
Natural resources are not the only 
resources a nation needs to become 
rich.
Decision Making
Capital resources include all the resources made 
and used by people to produce and distribute 
goods and services.
- Tools, factories, and office buildings are examples of 
capital resources.
- In economics, capital refers to items used to produce 
something else, not money.
Money is just a medium of exchange used to make 
the buying and selling of goods and services 
easier.
- People like more money because they can use it to buy 
more stuff.
Decision Making
• Because of scarcity, we must make 
choices.
• Every choice involves an opportunity 
cost.
- The opportunity cost of a decision is the 
next best alternative that is not chosen.
- It is the value of what you give up in 
order to get what you want.
What influences your 
money attitudes?
Our attitudes and belief systems are 
influenced by our peers, family, 
society, and religious upbringing. 
Understanding these beliefs will help 
you to gain a greater understanding 
of your spending patterns.
What influences your 
money attitudes?
What messages did you receive from 
your family? What was their attitude 
toward saving? Giving? Debt?
What money messages did you 
receive from your peers?
What beliefs and attitudes did 
you develop as a result?
What influences your 
money attitudes?
What money messages did you 
receive from society?
What money messages did you 
receive from your religious 
upbringing?
What beliefs and attitudes did 
you develop as a result?
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Financial Institutions
I ir^ituTioos help people monooe, protect, and increase their money, Individuois 
different types of financial institutions in different stoqes m their lives. While
Finonciai n^itut n
ttS'ri
’ Commercial bonks 
’ Savings and loon associofions (5 & Ls)
• Credit unions 
’ Brokero^e firms
In the post, eoch type of finoncial institution offered specific ond limited services. Bonks 
took deposits m the form of checktn9 occounts sovinos accounts, and certificates of 
deposit ond they granted credit to quolified individuoas. Swings and loons offered savings 
^counts and home mortgoges Credit unions ivere a type of member-owned cooperative. 
Credit unions mode low-interest loons ovoiloble to their members Brokeroge firms were 
businesses that bought and sold stocks on an exchonge and offered other financial 
services
Deregulation m the finonciol industiy has blurred the lines between these institutions and 
increo3»d competition among them. Deregulation means that lows were enacted to remove 
some of the re^rictions (or regulations) that affected the industry. For example, sovings 
and loans con offer many types of loons in oddrtion to home mortgoges as well as checking 
accounts Mony commereiol bonks con now sell stock.
Overview of Financial Services
Deposit and Savings Services
Types Characteristics
Checking accounts Paying by personoi check is o 
convenient and safe woy to pay bills 
instead of using cash The federof 
government insures deposits for up to 
$100,000 per depositor.
Savings accounts and 
certif ieotes of deposit (CDs)
Savings accounts <re safe and 
convenient ways of saving. CDs are 
sofe, offer somewhat higher interest 
rotes, ond require leaving funds on 
deposit for specif led periods of time
Automated teller mochines (ATA^) ATMs offer easy occess to funds in 
sovings and checking accounts.
Safe deposit box For 0 fee, voluabies con be kept m a 
bonk vault
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Overview of Financial Services
Credit Services
Types Characteristics
Credit cards Credit cords offer convorwwiT credit up to the omomiT of the approved credit kmit.
Installment loans These ore loans for inojer ciqwnditures, enobhng borrowers to pey bock the nwney 
they owe n stvcrol oprcc-upon payments, or 
mstollinefits
Mortgage loans Mort^ope loons enable buyers To pay for o major purchase (usuolty o home) by regular 
payments to the lender OwnerdHp d>ifts to 
the borrower whvi oil the poyments hove
Home equity loons These arc lowis for which the poid^ mha of o home serves os coHotcreL
Student loans These ore loons issued at below morket 
mtercst rates to enable students to pay foo^ 
o college cducat«on
Overview of Financial Services
Investment Services
Types Characteristics





Enable people to save money toword 
retirement on o tax-deferred hosts
Stocks, bonds, and mutual 
funds
Offer the ability to ewest m 
corporattens ef to buy geiterfwwent 
bends
Your Savings Account
Before opening q savings account, call several 
financial institutions and ask the following questions:
• How much money do I need to open on account?
• What is the minimum balance I will need to keep in the 
account?
- If the balance is low, a monthly fee might be charged
- If you keep o minimum balance m your account, the bank 
might not charge the monthly fee
• How often is the interest credited to on account?
• How do I withdraw money when the time comes to spend 
or invest it?
• Is there o limit on the number of times I can withdraw 
-money from my account each month?
• Is the interest earned affected when I take money out of 
the account?
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Certif icates of Deposit
• Deposits for a specific period of time
• At the end of the time period, you get the 
dollar amount of the CD back, plus interest
• A CD pays a fixed amount of interest
• Maturity choices are 6 months, 1 year, 2 
years,3 years, etc.
• CDs are good when you have a specific 
time frame to meet a specific goal
- If you need to take the money out before the 
end of that time period, you may encounter 
penalties (like losing 3 to 6 months' interest)
Money Market Deposit Accounts
• To earn a higher interest on these 
accounts, you may need to leave as 
much as $2,500 in the account 
(depending on the financial institution)
• They may limit the number of monthly 
withdrawals and usually set a minimum 
amount for each withdrawal
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Your checking Account
riere are some questions to ask before opening a checking account;
• How much money to I hove to deposit to open the account?
• Is there a minimum balance that I must keep in the occount t A 
avoid fees?
• Are there monthly fees on the occount (for instance, for 
foiling below the minimum balance)?
• Will I get more benefits if I keep o larger balance?
• If there o charge to write eoch check?
• How much do 200 new checks cost?
• Is there o "bosic" qceoynt with lower feet if I write enly a tew 
checks each month?
• any eheekihg account i^rh
• Whqt is the bank fee if I write q cheek thqt my ee^pMnt 
cannot pgy (bounce a chqek)^
Is the location convenient?
What ore the ATW fees?
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'ips for using your checking 
account
Keep track of how much money is in your account
- Write down the amount of each check in your checkbook 
register
- Subtract the amount of the check from your current 
balance to know how much money you have left
If you use an ATM machine, write down those 
transactions in your checkbook register, too
Never write checks for more money than you have
in your account
- NSF (not sufficient funds) service charges arc as high 
as $20 to $30 for each bounced check
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Tips for using your checking 
account
• When the bank mails you your account statement 
each month, promptly balance your checkbook by 
comparing the bank's figures with your own
• Promptly report any errors or lost or stolen 
checks or ATM cards to the bank or credit union
• Keep you bank statements, check registers, 
dubiicate checks, and cancelled checks with your 
financial records
- Sood way to keep track of what you spend
- May need the information to prepare your tax returns
How to Balance a Checking ^ 
Account
1. Place all cancelled checks in numerical order 
when you get them back (if your bank does not 
send them back, you will receive a statement 
listing all the checks that have been paid)
2. Place a mark in the check register next to the 
checks that have been returned and deposits 
that have been credited (make sure the amount 
charged to your account is the same as the 
amount you wrote down in the register)
How to Balance a Checking % 
Account
3. Total up the checks that have not been 
returned and the deposits made after the 
statement closing date
4. Take the statement ending balance and add the 
total of deposits that do not appear on the 
statement
5. Subtract the total of the outstanding checks 
(checks you have written and not had returned). 
Also subtract ATM withdrawals or automated 
withdrawals you have authorized.
How to Balance a Checking ^ 
Account
6. Deduct any bank fees (ex. to print 
checks), if there are any
7. The resulting balance should match the 
balance in your checkbook register
8. If the numbers don't agree, check your
math and look for missing transactions.
The Finer Points of 
Writing a Check
1. Write the current dote.
2. Write the name of the person or compony you would like to pay. 
This person is colled the payee.
3. Enter the amount of the check in numbers, including o decimal 
point and cents Start the numbers os close to the dollor sign as 
possible.
4. Enter the amount of the check m words. Start writirm from the 
for left side of the line. Follow the dolbr amount iw fne word and. 
then write the cents amount os o f roction, over 100. (If there ore 
no cents, use 00.) Draw a line from the end of your writing to the 
end of the line so there is no additional room to insert words or 
numbers.
5. Sign your check the some way you signed the Signature cord when 
you opened your account
6. Write the purpose of the check. You may olso use this space to 
write the account or invoice number of the bill you ore paying.
Keeping a Checking Account ^
Instructions: Suppose that you have a 
checking account. Imagine that you are
writing checks to businesses listed below and 
depositing money in the checking 
account. Complete the checks and the 
deposit tickets correctly and keep a record 
of each transaction in the check register.
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Keeping a Checking Account
• March 1 Opened account with $250 deposit.
' March 7 Paid $30 to CD Sales to buy some CDs
which were on sale.
• March 8 Paid $50 for sweater to A. J. Vitullo 
Company.
• March 10 Paid $45.10 to the Acme Bicycle Shop 
for repairs to bicycle.
• March 12 Paid Happy Pets Store $10.00 for pet 
supplies.
• March 14 Deposited $50 gift money into account.
• March 16 Paid $16 to Lawson High School for two 
tickets to area basketball game.
• March 18 Took $50 out of account for spending 
>ney.
Thank You For 
Participating
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: Introduction
1 Budgeting and Savings
■ To achieve your financial goals in life, you need to
identify specific goals and develop a plan that will help 
you achieve them over time.
• Your financial plan doesn’t have to be complicated
• You don’t have to earn a lot of money to have a
financial plan.. ... . .... . « Your financial success is the destination of your
Presented by journey
The WWU Accounting Students □ Your financial plan will get you to that destination.
> You will have many choices to make in developing
your successful financial plan.
=
VALUES
Why are values important to a successful 
financial plan?
« We value the things we think are important.
« If you are not careful, you may end up devoting 
all your time, money, and energy to the 
immediate crisis and neglecting other things 
that are really important.
» One way to help you decide which of your 
values is the most important is to set priorities.
Valves Activity —
Values Priority Chart
1. List your additional values in the “Values” 
section on the left.
2. Rank them in their order of importance to 
you in the “Priority Order” section on the right.
For instance, if both financial health and mental 
health are important to you, which one would you 
choose to address first if you had to make a choice?
Values Acthity — Values Priority 
Chart
Values Priority Order
• Rewarding Career ______________
• Financial Health ______________
• Mental Health ______________
• Spiritual Health ______________
• Physical Health ______________
• Family Relationships ______________
ACHIEVING BALANCE BETWEEN 
VALUES
■When values conflict with each other, success 
in one can cause you to have to compromise 
another.
»The planning process will help you balance your 
values so that they complement each other.
3The values you have listed will be reflected in 
the goals that you have set for yourself.






3. Make a plan
4. Take action
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #1. Assess Needs
Evaluate your current financial situation. In this step, take a broad 
look at the way things are now. Ask yourself these questions:
• What are my basic needs?
• What else do 1 need?
• Do 1 really NEED it? Is there an alternative to buying it now?
• What else do I want?
• Why do I want it?
• How would life be different if I had it? What would change if I had
it?
• Make a list of wants and a list of needs. Do the lists agree with
your values and priorities?
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #2. Set Goals







■/Specific — Set specific goals wrhich you can clearly name.
■ Measurable — Measure goals by the time and/or money it will 
take to attain them.
-Attainable — Make sure goals are reasonable and possible 
■■Relevant — Make sure your goals fit your needs.
•Time-related — Set a definite target date.
THE PLANNING PROCESS
K Goals can be classified according to how 
far in the future you’re thinking:
□ Short-term:
* Goals that occur within the next two months,
□ Medium-term:
m Goals that occur two months to three years 
into the future.
□ Long-term:
■ Goals that occur three years or more into 
the future.
THE PLANNING PROCESS
■ Progress toward goals will depend on 
spending less than you receive.
a There are only two ways to accomplish 
this: spend less or receive more.
THE PLANNING PROCESS
Rc-ceii'What . 's Pay
■ Competition
□ Based on productivity, or the worker’s ability to produce
■ Education
□ Productivity in today’s economy depends on the use of 
information and technology
□ People with more education are usually more productive 
3 Education and Earnings (median by group):
• Some college $32,396
■ College graduate $46,384




This is where budgeting comes in, which 
will be discussed later on.
THE PLANNING PROCESS
Next determine the best order for the steps you should 
take. What do you have to do first, second, third... last? 
Try to foresee possible roadblocks to reaching your goal, 
but don’t let these roadblocks discourage you. Thinking 
about them now will give you the opportunity to prepare 
for them before they happen.






* Financial success is usually a result of 
consciously deciding what we really want and 
need and making a realistic plan to achieve 
these things.
s Whenever you spend money for anything, you 
are making a decision, even if it is a small one.
* Before you take out your wallet, remember 
what you value most in life, what goals you 
have already decided you want to achieve and 
when, and the plan you have made to achieve 
those goals.
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #3. Make a Plan
s Imagine the actions or steps you need to take to get from where you are now to 
where you want to be
« Orxte you can truly "see" the actions you need to take to get to where you want 
to be, wnte down everything needed to accomplish each of these actions.
• Be sure you think about the money, time, energy, people, and information that 
will be required.
Acdon Resources Needed
Next determine the best order for the steps you should take. What do you have to 
do first, second, third, last? Try to foresee possible roadblocks to reaching your 
goal, but don't let these roadblocks discourage you. Thinking about them now 
wilt give you the opportunity to prepare for them before they happen.
THE PLANNING PROCESS:
Step #4. Take Action
Take the first step.
You must actually take the actions listed in your 
plan.
When you encounter obstacles, persistence wins 
more often than talent.
Place reminders or pictures of your goals where 
you will see them every day.
Budgeting
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'Hie Purpose of a Budget
• Managing cash requires you to examine how 
you earn money and how you spend it. 
m A cash flow statement is one way of 
recording how money is spent—what you 
purchase, the amount, and whether the 
expense is planned or unplanned.
Components of a Budget
AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME
* You must begin with an honest determination 
of how much money you actually have to work 
with each month.
* There are two ways to look at your monthly 
income:
□ Gross income: the total you actually earned 
a Net income; what is left after your employer takes 
out deductions for taxes, etc. (“take home pay”)
» In order to know how much you can actually 
spend, you must accurately determine your net 
(take-home) pay.
_______________ ___________  ...
; Components of a Budget Components of a Budget
fixere/se #t.‘ Csiculite Average Mcrtthly Tak6‘HQtne Pty Exercise #2; Estimate Your Average Monthly Spending
1. Find your gross irKome or total eammgs on a payroll chack
rindudions. S
2. Subtract deductions for fe<^»r8/. and focal taxes: social security:
insurance pramrijms. gamshmants: chad support, any other 
amployea benefits, ratirement or savings deductions:
rhMritiUilft fl^ucttorts: etc — S
3. Subtract any other automatic deductions that you have authorized.
Mta Initn nAvrrmnts savinos ofan etc — S
4. If you are paid every week, twice a month or bi-iweekly. use one of
the following formulas to convert your pay to a monthly amount, 
nnr vunnk x 4.333 - oer month
hi-^ueeklv X 2167 s oer month
hMCA a month x 2 * oer month
5. If you have any other sources of irKome, or it your pay varies seasonafty,
calculate en average over six months or a year to account for the 
peaks and valleys
MONEY: TRACKING YOUR SPENDING
Consider each spending category on the left and write how 
much you think you spend each month on the right. You 
will later compare these figures with what you really 
spend.
Afidthivmmniint to vour other reaulartncoma * S
ThfS‘fyrvir Total Average Monthly Income S
Components of a Budget
TRACK YOUR ACTUAL MONTHLY SPENDING
i Objective; to get a very clear picture of exactly where 
you have been spending your money, 
t To do this, you need to gather your records from the 
past year and organize them into expense categories: 
fixed, periodic, and variable.









Components of a Budget 
Fixed Expenses
* The major, set expenses you must pay every 
month like rent, mortgage, car or truck 
payments, etc.
j They are the same each month.
Fixed expenses such as utilities often vary 
from month to month depending upon the 
weather.
j To get an average, look back at your utility bills for at least 
one year, add up the total you have spent, and then divide 
that number by 12 to get the average amount you spend per 
month. _______
Components of a Budget
Periodic Expenses
• Expenses you pay regularly, but not necessarily every
j They include medical expenses, house and car insurance proneriv 
and income taxes, car repairs, etc. auianue, property
. To determine how much you spend on a specific oeriodir 
expense on a monthly basis, gather all of your ret^lnfs 
for that category during the past year and divide the total
» Steps to stay current on your periodic expenses:
1. include them in your spending category
2. Make a note on your financial calendar of when and how much must tw.
paid in that spending category must oe
3. Put Hie monthly portiOT of the total amount you will have to oav into a 
^vH^^s^account so that you wilt have the toTal paymin? Sbte Sn'the
Components of a Budget:
I'Aumple: Nlrinthlv Ivxpcnse for Cnr Insurance
» Dee’s car insurance costs $1,200/year. She can’t 
afford to pay the entire premium at once, so she has 
been making quarterly payments of $300 each.
• How much should Dee budget each month for her car 
insurance, even though she doesn’t have to pay it 
each month?
S1.200 = $100/month 
12
• How does Dee make sure she has $300 each time her 
quarterly payment is due?
She puts $100 each month into her savings account (where it will 
earn interest), or into her “car insurance” envelope. Every three 
months Dee will have $300 to send to her insurance company.
Components of a Budget:
Variable Expenses
. These are usually the best areas to cut back spending, 
u They include dothing, eating out, long distance phone calls, 
cable, newspapers, entertainment, etc.
• To determine how much you spend in each category, 
you need to track these expenses day by day, week ' 
by week, for at least a month.
m Write down every dime, nickel, and penny you spend 
for the next few weeks.
■ This may seem silly, but the results might surprise 
you.
Money Tracker for WEEKLY Spending
expmns—










1 living Within Their Means ! Lhing Vvidiin Their Means
Case Study A
Read one of the case studies on this or the » Lauren earns $43,000 a year as a teacher in a booming
following pages and decide whether the suburban school district. She has the following monthly
person stayed within his or her budget. expenses:Saving! .................. .....................S200
(NOTE: All incomes are after income taxes Rard/hema morigaga...................  050Uliitias........................................ ....300
Phorta/eaMa/Mamat ........................ ISO
have been paid.) Food/grocaria»............   225Car paymant ..............................  $50
bttutarKa(carkardalThama).............  ISO
Transpertatten. ind. gaa...........  77
Charity..................................   00
Clolhas...............        $5
Loan paymand.......................    480
Erdartainmard.................................  200
Satviea! (daarmg. had draaaar)....... 150
Othmt ............................................... 100
Did Lauren spend more or less than she earned?
How much?
' 11
jiving Within llieir Means 
Case Study B
ir Brian has a retirement pensbn of $35,000 a year. He has the 
following monthly expenses:
Stvmgt................................................ .............$ tas
ftcnUhom* merto*9* ....................................  725
UbMiM...........................................................  240
Phon«/e«bla/Mamcl................................   ^75
Food/^oc«nM . .. . ....................................... 207
C*r paynwf* ............................................... ....,J65
h»u/«r« (e«»/r«nUI l**etnm) ..............................145
7fan*port«5on. a»d. 9M...........................   aa
Ch«»*y ......................................................... M
OothM.............. ...............................................
Loan paymantft...........................................    707
EnUrtammant............................................    tSO
Safvicaa (daanino. haw dranar).......................  12s
Othar............................................................  laS
Did Brian spend more or less than he earned?
How much?_______
Ii\ing Within Their Means 
Case Study C
. Maria is a pre-med student, but she works part-time as a lab 
assistant at the university. She earns $37,000 a year and has the 
following expenses:
Savm9a..............................................$ 100




Car paytnani ..........................      125
tauranca (car/iantaMiofna)__ ______ 220
Ttanaportabon. md. gaa ..........................47
Charity .................................................. 20
Ckdhaa..........................................  185
Loan paymanti.............................  $07
Entartainmant.......................................105
Sarvicaa (ciaarwng. hair draaaat^......... 75
Olhar.................................................... 150
Did Maria spend more or less than she earned? 
How much?_____________
living Within Their Means 
Case Study D
< Suzanne is the executive vice president of a Silicon Valley




OWilias............................................... . . 550
Phona/cabta/kritamat...............................275
Food/grocana».............................   275
Car paymant........................................ 750
ktturanea (car/rantal/hema).............. $25




Entartainmard .................................  450
Sarvicas (elaaning. hair draaaar) ........ 305
Othai......................................................255
Did Marcus spend more or less than he earned? 
How much?_____________
; living Within Their Means 
Case Study F
• Jeff is a successful superintendent for a small construction company 
in Texas. He earns $28,950 a year and has the follownng monthly 
expenses:
Savmgs ........................ .....................S 200
Rardfhema mortgaga .........  750
UtiMws....................................................05
Phona/caWaflrdamM .............................4$
Food/grocariM .. . .............   $5
Car paymant ...................................155
Stsutartea (car/rardaVhema).................. 115
TrsnsportaPon. >rwi gas ....................  115
Chanty . ..........   56
CJothas.................... 40
Lean paymants..............   $$$
Erdartatrwnard.............. ....4$
Sarvcas (eiaarMng. hak draaaar).......... 60
Othar........................... .... .....................7$




MONEY: SAVING YOUR MONEY
Any good financial plan includes two types of savings 
plans:
■ A set-aside account (ex. Dee’s car insurance 
account) which serves two purposes:
1. Providing a safe place to set the money aside that you 
know you will need for future payments.
2. It makes that money work for you by earning interest.
• A “nest egg” account: savings plan for the purpose 
of accumulating the money needed to achieve your 
financial goals
□ Provides a certain degree of comfort that money will be 
available if some unexpected expense should occur in the 
future.
MONEY: SAVING YOUR MONEY
ft Any successful financial plan includes a regular 
savings plan, no matter how small. 
m Getting into the habit of saving is just as 
important as how much you save.
» After your financial situation is more stable, you 
will be in the habit of saving, 
c Remember, if you can just find a way to save 
just $20 per week, every week for a year, you 
will have saved $1,040 after one year!
R After five years you will have saved $5,200!
MONEY: SPENDING YOUR 
MONEY — WISELY
» When establishing your budget, you should have the 
following information:
j Your initial estimates and records of fixed, periodic, and variable 
expenses.
j Include an amount of money each month in anticipjation of 
periodic expenses which you know you will have to pay.
• Now you should ask yourself if the amount you spend is 
greater or less than your average monthly income, 
j tf you spend more than you make, you must look at those 
categories where you can spend less on the same item or 
eliminate it altogether.
J If you make more than you spend, save the extra money and 
invest if for your future!
A Talc of Two Savers
The following case study is about two people who saved. Each 
earned 10 percent interest. Of course, the interest or rate of return 
for any one year can differ greatly.
Ana Gutierrez started saving when she was 22. right out of college. 
Saving involves an opportunity cost—the best alternative given up.
It wasn’t easy to save $2,000 a year then, considering her car loan, 
car, and rent payments. But Ana was determined to save because 
her grandmother always said it wasn't what you make but what you 
save that determines your wealth. So. reluctantly. Ana gave up 
buying that new car and renting a really nice apartment, and she 
saved $2,000 a year After 12 years, she got tired of the sacrifice, 
yearning for a brand new red sports car and other luxuries. She 
didn't touch the money she had already saved because she wanted 
to be sure she would have money for retirement, which she planned 
to do at the end of her 65th year. But she quit saving and hit the 
stores
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A Tale of Two Savers
Shawn Wright didn’t start saving until he was 34. He also graduated 
from college at 22, but he had done without many things in college, 
and, now that he had an income, he wanted some of those things. 
He bought a new car and a very nice wardrobe and took some 
wonderful trips. But spending his current income involved an 
opportunity cost. By the time he was 34, Shawn was married, had 
many responsibilities, and decided he'd better start saving and 
planning for his financial future. He had also heard that it isn't what 
you have earned, but what you have saved, that determines your 
wealth. He figured he had 25 to 30 productive years left in his 
career. So, with new determination, Shawn saved $2,000 a year for 
the next 32 years until he retired at the end of his 65th year.
Which person do you believe had more savings at the end of his/her 
65th year? Now let's see what really happened.
A Tale of Two Savers:
The Growth of Ana’s and Shawn’s Savings 
1. How much money had Ana put into savings by age 65?
2. How much money had Shawn put into savings by age 
65?
• 3. How much savings (total wealth) did Ana have at the end 
of her 65th year?
4. How much savings (total wealth) did Shawn have at the 
end of his 65th year?
5. In money terms, what are the opportunity cost and 
benefit tor Ana?
i A Tale of Two Savers Time Value of Money
6. In money terms, what are the opportunity cost and
benefit for Shawn?
7. What is as important as the amount saved and amount
of time? Why?
Suppose your brother or sister owed you $500. Would 
you rather have this money repaid to you right away, 
in one payment, or spread out over a year in four 
installment payments? Would it make a difference 
either way?
8. What are the incentives for saving early?
9. What might be an opportunity cost for saving early?
10. What conclusions can you draw from this activity?
You would probably be better off getting your 
money right away, in one payment. You could 
invest this money and earn interest on it or you 




» The time value of money refers to the fact 
that a dollar in hand today is worth more 
than a dollar promised at some future 
time.
■ A dollar in hand today can be invested in 
an interest-bearing account that would 
grow in value over time.
« The trade-off between money now and 
money later depends on, among other 
things, the rate of interest you can earn by 
investing.
Time Value of Money
• Opportunity cost: the cost of any decision includes 
the cost of the best forgone opportunity.
» If you pay $10.00 for a movie ticket, your cost of 
attending the movie is not just the ticket price, but 
also the time and cost of what else you might have 
enjoyed doing instead of the movie.
s Applying this concept to the $500 owed to you, you 
see that getting the money in installments will saddle 
you with opportunity cost. By taking the money over 
time, you lose the interest on your investment or any 
other use for the initial $500, such as spending it on 
something you would have enjoyed more.
Opportunit}- Cost
: Time Value of Money; Future Value
» Future value (FV) refers to the amount of 
money to which an investment will grow over 
a finite period of time at a given interest rate.
B Future value is the cash value of an 
investment at a particular time in the future.
m Start by considering the simplest case, a 
single-period investment.
; 'lime Value of Money: FV
Single-Period Investment
» Suppose you invest $100 in a savings account that 
pays 10 percent interest per year. How much will you 
have in one year?
j You will have $110. This $110 Is equal to your original principal of 
$100 plus $10 in interest.
j We say that $110 irthe future value of $100 invested for one 
year at 10 percent, meaning that $100 today is worth $110 in one 
year, given that the interest rate is 10 percent.
■ In general, if you invest for one period at an interest 
rate r, your investment will grow to (1 + r) per dollar 
invested.
u In our example, ris 10 percent, so your investment grow/s to t + 
.10 = MO dollars per dollar invested. You invested $100 in this 
case, so you ended up with $700x 7. JO =_$7 to. ____
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\ Time Value of Money; i Time Value of Money:
Investing For More Than One Period Investing For More Than One Period
» Consider your $100 investment that has now grown 
to $110. If you keep that money in the bank, what 
will you have after two years, assuming the interest 
rate remains the same?
-1 You will earn $11 Ox .10 = $11 in interest after the second 
year, making a total of $700 +$11 = $121.
G This $121 is the future value of $100 in two years at 10 
percent.
□ Another way of boking at it is that one year from now, you 
are effectively investing $110 at 10 piercent fora year. This 
is a single-period problem, so you will end up with $1.10 for 
every dollar invested, or $110 x 1.1 = $121 total.
This $121 has four parts:
u The first part is the first $100 original principal.
3 The second part is the $10 in interest you earned in the 
first year
a The third part, is the other $10 you earn in the second 
year, for a total of $120.
a The fourth part is $1 which is interest you earned in the 
second year on the interest paid in the first year;




Time Value of Money
• The process of leaving the initial investment 
plus any accumulated interest in a bank for 
more than one period is reinvesting the 
interest.
» This process is called compounding.
□ Compounding the interest means earning interest on 
interest so we call the result compound interest.
■ With simple Interest, the interest is not 
reinvested, so interest is earned each period 
°'^9inal principal only.
Time Value of Money: Activities
BMra
1 $1,000 10% $100 $1100












Time alue of Moneyi Activities
MMMEwTwtf ----^----1 $1,000 10% $100 $1,100
2 1.100 10% 110 1,210
3 1.210 10% 121 1,331
4 1.331 10% 133.10 1.464.10
5 1.464 10 10% 146 41 1.610.51
6 1.610S1 10% 161.06 1.T71 56
7 1.771 56 10% 177 16 1.948 72
S 1.946 72 10% 194 87 2.143 59
9 2.143 S9 10% 214 36 2.357 95
10 2.357.95 10% 235 80 2.503 75
2.593 75 10% 259.38 2,853 13
12 2.853 13 10% 28531 3,13644
Timing is EvenThing
« Financial success is rarely achieved unless 
individuals choose to postpone some current 
spending so that they can save some 
income.
* Start saving early and regularly to take 
advantage of compound interest and build 
personal savings into a comfortable nest egg.
; Timing is Even-thing
Here’s a way for you to see how this 
applies to your individual situation:
nttt>.-';www.ecooediinK.cifaies&oa«t.irdp> rhn
i Timing is EvenThing: Conclusion
m In considering how you will spend your 
money in the future, you should keep the 
opportunity cost of your choices in mind 
and think about how those choices will 
affect your future.
« Many young people don't think they have 
enough income to save. As a result, they 




» The amount saved is not as important as 
saving on a regular basis!
* The more time you have to save, the more 
savings you will have at the end of the time 
period.
■ The more income you choose to save, the 
more savings you will have at the end of the 
time period.
B The higher the interest rate the more savings 
you will have at the end of the time period.
'riiTung IS Even^tliing: Conclusion
January 28: Cradit cards, cradH scoras, and 10 thaft 
-Shopping for cradit cards 
•Consumar protaction 
•Using cradit wisaly
-Protaction against ID thaft onlina and offlina
Fabruary 4: Living on your own 
•Sudgating for your lifestyla
financial questions to ask whan iookingfor housing 
•Financial lessons about roommates
Fabruary 11: Investing 
•Types of invastmants 
•Setting investment goals
Fabruary 25: Taxes
•Know your filing status 
•Reasons for taxes 
•Tax strategies
ITiank You For Participating
o
CREDIT CARDS, CREDIT SCORES, & ID THEFT
Credit cards, Credit 
scores, and Identity Theft
Presented by WWU Beta Alpha Psi students, 
Jennifer Deger from Clark Nuber, 
and Peggy Onustack, Market Manager for 
Whatcom County
Financial Aptitude Test
5. A debit card may be a good alternative to a 
credit card for a young person because the 
money to pay for purchases is deducted from a 
bank account, thus avoiding interest charges or 
debt problems. T/F
(S. It makes no sense for young adults to put 
money aside for their retirement many years 
away. People in their 20s should focus entirely 
on meeting monthly expenses and saving for 
short-term goals. T/F
Financial Aptitude Test
1 It’s always stnart to send in the minimum payment due on a 
credit card bill each month and stretch out the card pa)'ments as 
long as possible instead of paying the bill in full. T/F
2. Your credit record can be a factor when you apply for a loan or 
credit card, but cannot affect non-credit decisions such as 
applications for insurance of an spartment. T/F
3. While one or two late payments on bills may not damage your 
credit record, making a habit of it will count against you T/F
4. There’s no harm in having many different credit cards, 
especially when the card companies offer free T-shirts and other 
special gii-caways as incentives. TTie number of cards you carry 
won’t affect your ability to get a loan; what matters is that you 
use the cards responsibly. T/F
Financial Aptitude Test
7. If you receive an e-mail from a company 
you’ve done business with asking j^ou to 
update your records by re-entering your Social 
Security number or bank account numbers, it’s 
safe to provide this information as long as the 
e-mail explains the reason for the request and 











1. Whtr IS credit?
/Cmi/ mam ^btautmg the use ma^ that you do mt have. Ohtaimai emkr mtaus coniindat m mHuiuat 
orajimauial insUtuthn to mltmt^pnade a kau to you in ntnrn a promise to itback later,
gaieralfymid>anad£t»naltbargsiMedt»tensL)
2. V&'hit is in irK'intige to using credit?
/L'j7>g credit aUoosyou to uu a^pod or a senree tod^ and per/Jor it later. Usii^ credit can hep people acquire 
sainable assets and can add to the enjoyment of ^e.)
3. Whar a disadvantage to using credit?
(Loans bate to be repatd. Lenders ebar  ̂rnterest/or the use their money. Indiitduais have to sacrfke thiny^s 
they wish to hate today because th^ art reqmrai to pay for gmds or senices tbn bate alreadr consumed)
4. Vfhar do tenders look for whai they iqjprovc a loan to an indiv'idual?
(Character, cepadty, and coUateraL)
5- Do credir consumers hive legal protecdon?
(Several slate andfederal loos art desiffted to protea credil consumers from Msbomst hnskess pnetkesj
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Common Lenders of Credit
1 • Commercia] banks and sa\’ings and loans are ver}' similar in the types 
of financial serr'ices they provide their customers; these include loans, 
savings accounts, and checking accounts. Commercial banks and 
savings and loans are regulated by different agencies.
2. Credit unions are not-for-profit cooperatives— enterprises owned by 
their members— that provide many of the same financial services as 
commercial banks and savings and loans.
3. Consumer finance companies lend money' to individuals usually for 
things such as automobiles or household appliances. Often their 
customers do not qualify for bank credit and therefore pay a higher 
rate of interest.
Credit Terms
APR; the amount it costs y'ou if you decide to carry a balance (not 
pay off your credit card in fuU^ each month.
; Can range from 0 to as high as 25% annually
- To calculate the money you are charged in interest;
1. Find the APR and divide it bv 12 (the number of months in a 
year). ITiis will show you how much interest you are being 
charged monthly (18"'o annually is 1.5%' monthly).
2. Multiply your monthly interest rate by your balance to determine 
the amount of money you ate paying toward interest (also called 
your finance charges).
3. This is how much it costs you to borrow. Be careful of 
introductory' rates (teaser rates) because the APR may go up 
substantially after a few months.
Credit Terms
Grace Period: ITie number of days you have to pay vour 
bill in full before incurring finance charges. Typically 
the grace period is 25 days. Beware of cards vvith no 
grace period! Interest accrues from the moment you 
charge an item. You don’t get a grace period when you 
carry a balance.
Annual Fee: Ibis is dte amount you pay annually as a 
cardholder. If you pay your balance each month, you 
should avoid cards with an annual fee. Some annual fee 
cards have lower interest rates, so if you cany' a balance 
each month you may actually save money with an 
annual fee card.
Credit Terms
Transaction Fees: You may be charged additional fees 
for ATM cash advances, balance transfers, late charges 
and exceeding your credit limit. Some cards also 
charge a monthly fee for not using the card!
Late Fee: If your payment is not processed by the due 
date you may be assessed a late fee of up to $35. Avoid 
this expense by mailing timely payments. Remember, 
creditors must receive a payment at least every 30 days.
Credit Terms
Minimum Payment; This is the least amount you must pay each 
month to avoid additional transaction fees. Typically this is 2% of 
the balance. Always pay more than the minimum if possible to 
avoid paying more finance charges. Here’s why;
For a credit card charging 18'''o APR with a balance of $2000, the 
minimum payment will be $35. If V'ou just make that minimum 
payment, only $5 wiU go toward getting you out of debt! You’ll 
end up paying over $2500 in interest for 11 years ov'er the life of 
the loan! Pay just $10 more per month, or $45, and the same debt 
will be paid off in five years saving you approximately $1400 in 
interest. Av'oid the minimum payment trap.
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Credit Terms
Introductory' Rate: Shop for credit cards carefuUv. When you 
receive a credit ctud offer in the mail, examine the fine print 
that coines >x"ith the solicitation. Many cards will offer ^eat 
introductor)' rates, such as 2.9 “4. APR. Often these rates 
wall rise after a limited period of time (usuaUv six months) 
After the introductory' time period, your APR could to up 
sigmficandy. Not a good deal if you'are carry'ing a baSice!
Credit cards are a great convenience if you use them to your 
advantage. Why be careful about your credit? More than 
one million people file bankruptev' evert' year, primarily 
because of credit card debt. A bad credit 'record will haunt 
you for years. Going overboard u-ith your credit cards can 
damage your credit raang, making it difficult to make 
important major purchases later on in life.
Cash or Credit? You Be The Judge 
SALE!
Flat-Screen Plasma 
Regularly $1000 Now 
20% off!
Read the four stories below and analyze each 
person’s spending decision regarding the 
sale advertised above.
Cash or Credit?
You Be The Judge
Elizabeth wants to buy a new TV', but she just started her baby-sitting job 
and she hasn t earned any money yet. She figures once she starts earning 
income she can save $90 a month in a savings account that earns 3Vo 
mterest mmalif. Elizabeth learned al>out nfiatan m school. Inflation is a 
general increase in prices. She learned that the annual inflation rate is about 
3*/..
She deades to save her money and buy the TV next year when she can 
afford to pay cash for it
1. yVssuming the pnee of the TV' increases at the rate of inflation, how 
much will the 7V cost a year from now?
(HINT: $1000 » .03 + $1000)
Cash or Credit?
You Be The Judge
2. How much will Elizabeth put into her account in the 
year?
3. Will Elizabeth be able to buy the 'IV?
4. MCfiU Elizabeth have any money left over?
Cash or Credit? Cash or Credit?
You Be The Judge You Be The Judge
David would like to buy the 'W and save 20% during the 
sale. He uses his credit card to pay for it. David is 
counting on getting a lot of graduation money &om his 
parents’ business associates. Davnd knows tliat lus 
credit card company offers a 28-day grace period, so if 
he pays off the whole amount, he won’t owe any 
interest.
1. How long will it take for David to pay off the 
$800?
2. How much interest will he have to pay?
Sure enough, after his big party, David counts up the 
checks and he has $SK)0! When he gets his credit card 
bill at the end of the month, he is able to pay the 




You Be The Judge
Rvan has a credit card. When he spotted the sale, he 
wanted to take advantage of the S200 savings and buy 
the at the sale price.
Rvan plans to save $90 a montli from his job as an office 
assistant in his dad’s insurance business. He plans to 
pay the credit card company S90 ever)' month until his 
bill is paid.
1. Use the chart on the next page to figure out how long it 
will take him to pay off his credit card debt; the first 
month is done for you.
Cash or Credit? You Be The Judge
Ct«dH Can! Stanmwy
A B c D E f G
Nd d








Montfti soaoo 9000 71000 127.90 10.96 72096
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Cash or Credit?
You Be The Judge
Ryan's C^sdK Card Bunmiy
A • c c» E r 9
No Of











MonMi 900 00 90.00 7iaoo irjo 1096 72096
MofSh2 720.96 9000 63096 113^2 6.46 64011
MoMhO 640.11 9000 660 11 9902 826 SBB36
MOftfi4 69636 9000 468 96 6431 70S 476.39
I40.#.5 476 96 6000 366 39 9937 679 391 17
MoMhe 991.17 9aoo xi.ir 5421 462 90669
UonB>7 306 99 90 00 21699 3662 3.34 21692
Mon»i6 21602 9000 1269? 2321 193 13096
Morth« 13066 9000 4066 796 061 4147
MortfitO 41.47 90 00 4147
Motthll 0.00 90.00 •90.00
Total PM< WAT
Cash or Credit?
You Be The Judge
Caitlin really wants a new TV too, and the 20^ 0 oft sale is very 
tempting, so she decides to use her credit card and buy the TV 
now for S8(K).
Caitlin works once in a while for her neighbor—cleaning, baby­
sitting or mowing the lawn—but she doesn’t really earn a regular 
income. She probably won’t be able to save much money, so she 
plans to pay only the minimum required every month on her 
credit card bill.
(ISOTE: Most credit card companies require a minimum month  ̂payment of at 
least SI 0 or 1 / 50 of the unpaid balance, whicheier is higher. So, if you owe 
SI,(XK),your minimum peryment if I j 50 ofS1,(XX) orS20; if you owe 
SI00,your minimum payment is $10 because 1/50 of S100 is only S2.)
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^ Figuring Simple interest
P—Pnocipil 
1U-Ruc («> add-cm r«r)
T-r«ne(«^)
For example, if you borrowed $2,(»00 at a 12®/d add-on rate for two years, the intercsT 
would be $480 ($480 = $2,000 x .12 x 2). The amount of $2,480 (interest and 
principal) would be repaid at rite end of rw'O years.
a Figuring Monthly Payments
MP»(p + r)/N 
MP—Monchl\- fHnmwm 
P«~Pntx:ipil of the ban
l-^ncrreM (Pigvrr ii a» you did m the eaWier pfohlmti)
N—Nuntberotmondu the bait iv for 
Foeexampk. v-ou hoCTom* flO.OOU at an 3% add-on me tor four yean.
Ps$l0,0fl0
I = (SKMHJO X .« X 4) or $3200 
MP = (110,000 ♦ $3200);4« or S27S
Example: Sheila secured a $1,200 loan with 10 
percent add-on interest paying $120 a month. 
She would be paying a total of $1,320.
Let’s figure out the APR for Sheila’s loan by first looking at the 
interest that she pays:
5120 = $1,200 (principal) X .10 (interest rate) X 1 (number of years)
Now let’s figure the annual percentage rate using the APR formula . 
APR = (2*M*I)/P»<N + 1)
.-\PR = (2x 12x$120)/(1,200x(12+l)) = 2,880/15,600 = 18.46%
Cash or Credit?
You Be The Judge
1. I^ok at the chan for Caitlin’s Credit Record lor die first 22 months and the 
last 17 months ot her payments, lire chart shows what happens when (laitlin 
makes only die minimum payment. ITien answer the following questions.
How many years will it take to pay for the TV:
How much wtD Caidin spend for the $800 stereo? (Total of Column Q:
How much interest will Caidin pay ((Column F) on her purchase?:
21 Figuring APR
The Truth in landing l.a\v was established so that individuals shoppir^ for credit 
could have a cf^mmon basis for comparing loans. According to this law, the 
interest rate must be stated as an Annual Percentage Rare (APR), based on the 
declining balance of the loan. The Truth in Lending Law ako requires that the 
foil amount of tinance charges (interest plus other charges) be indicated to the 
consumer.
TTie formula for determming the .\PR for anv loan is:
APR = (2*M*I)/P*(N + 1)
W——Number of payments per ye*r (l*<w monrhly peyments this » ahniTS 
I—Intcrcit
P—PhncifMi ^
N-~Toul nundjer of payments
Methods of Calculating Credit Card 
Interest
Assume an APR oft 8-9®a. and adath- uitetest rate of .05476“o ..0005476;, For these exanY>les the number 
of days in the cycle is 50, mkI only payments have been mcluded.
.\u actual actn-e account with purchases or cash aeh’inccs would be more tnvoK'cd.
.^pn] i C3pening balance $1.000 
April 15 Payment $400 
Apnl .30 Closing balance $600
AVERAGE Daily baiancf--
3 ou pay interest on the average balance owed duiii^ the hilling c%-cle. 'Die creditor figures the balance in 
your accoiuit on each dav of thr billing c\xle. then adds together these anKiuals aid dnules by the 
number ot davs in the biilirw c^’cle.
Average balance = $1000 x 15 days x .0005476 = $8.21
$ 600 X 15 days 1.0005476 = 4.93
$13.14
ADJUSTED BAIANCE;
You pay mterest on the openii^ balance after subtracting the paintnent or retuiw made during the month. 
Opening balance = $1.000 
Payment $400
Interest calculated on $600 x 30 da« x .0005476 = $9.86 
PREVIOUS BALANCE:
3 uu pay mterest on the opening balance, icgaidlcss ot pasmeiits made dunng the imxith.
Opening balance = $1,000 X 30 days X .00<»5476 = $16 45
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So Many Credit Card Offers: 
What’s the Difference?
1 f TOU were to choose ooe of these credit cards, which one would it be?
What arc the benefits of the card you chose?
What are some of dre costs of the catd you chose?
Your Credit Report
Your abiliU’ to qualify for a loan depends on a credit report. A credit 
report is a record of an individual’s personal credit histot)’. It is 
probably a good indicator of the applicant’s character and whether 
he or she will repay the money as agreed.
When a person applies for a loan, the lender will order a credit report 
to see how well the applicant has managed credit in the pa.st. A 
credit repon w'ill tell, in detail, how- mudi the person has 
tetrowed, from whom, -and whether the bills have been paid on 
time.
Credit reports are compiled by credit bureaus, which regularly collect 
information on millions of consumers. Credit bureaus get 
information from a \-ariety of sources, including stores, credit card 
companies, banks, mortgage companies, and medical providers. 
When you fill out an application fiir credit, the information on 
that application is also sent to a credit bureau.
What Are Lenders Looking For?
Lenders look for certain qualities in loan applicants. These 
qualities are called the 'ITiree Cs of Credit, capacity, 
character, and collateral.
Capacity: Ihe credit application will contain questions that refer to die ability of 
the consumer to repay the debt. The basic question is: “Have you been ^forking 
regularly in an occupation that is likely to provide enough income to support 
your use of credit? More particular questions might address the following:
✓Oo fo«i ■ MMdf }ob>
w y«ur <akfT?
✓How i«Lablc it TOur income^
✓Do you other iourees of income?
✓How miny other tojii pormmU <k) ^ hiW 
✓'Kluii ate pTur ctttrent bvatg esfrowtv
✓ niwt are your otmni <lcbt«>
✓How manr dependenta do you have?
✓ Do roM par aUnony or ehiid tuppoctf 
✓C«t VM an'oid Tout Itfertfle?
What Are Lenders Looking For?
Character Questions will be asked to determine whether you possess ihc honesty and 
reliability to pay credit debts. Here arc some examples:
✓Have jmi uacd cradii bdoec?
✓Or you provide chancier rrtWeneef '
✓How luu{ have 10U lived at jour pment addem?
✓How loti^have tmi been at jour pceaeni (C-b?
Collateral: Collateral serves as a type of insurance (or the creditor. The creditor is 
interested in determining whether you have any assets that could be sold to pay off 








I have a cbe^iog acoHuit?
I have aoy valuable coUacuun* or jawiJbyl'
I own four own home?
lownrcar?
✓Do tc
The Importance of a Good Credit Rating
A good rating on a credit report means that in the 
past bills have been paid on time.
A poor rating indicates overdue or unpaid items.
It is extremely important to build and maintain a good 
credit history. A good credit report can often make the 
difference between getting a loan or being turned 
down. In addition, potential employers and landlords 
will often check an applicant’s credit report before 
making a final deasion about offering a job or a rental.
GET YOUR CREDIT REPORT
Mistakes can and do occur on credit reports. For cxanipk*,» credit report may contain 
mfoonahon about someone with the same name, or paid accounts mav be listed as 
unpaid. The bw pro\ides individuals with a means of requesting and revicw*iiig dieir credit 
report and having mistakes corrected. Under the Fait Credit Reporting Act you have the 
right to get t copy of your credit report from a credit bureau The three bigest credit 
bureaus axe:
Equihuc Fxpedait (formerir TRVC) Tcans Union
PO Box 105496 PO Box 2104 1>.0. Box 1000




Free annual cxedit report (onh' authorized source)
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Information on FICO Scores & Credit 
What's In Your FICO Score
faaa;//www,niyrico.';orri/CreditEduaitir)n/V‘'hafaInYour-it.-orej3pr
^ The Federal Trade Commission
h.to;//wwv/.fa.gov/bcp/conlifit/yJcagis/ctedit/mdft-^.>itml\
SMART WAYS TO MANAGE 
YOUR CREDIT CARDS:
^ Pay the balance in full each month, 
i- Watch out for transaction fees.
Limit the number of credit cards you have to one ot 
two.
' Don’t carrj^ a balance on your credit cards if you can 
avoid it. If you have to carry- a balance, make more than 
the minimum monthly payment, 
s Build a good credit rating by charging a small amoiuit 
each month and paying the balance in full.
SMART WAYS TO IvL\NAGE 
YOUR CREDIT CARDS:
Read your credit card contract carefully and be sure to examine any letters 
that subsequently arrive announcing changes to the terms of your contract. 
Many cards arc eliminating grace periods and adding annual tecs for 
customers who pay in full each month.
Contact your creditors if you can’t make your payment on time or at all. 
They may be ndlling to work out a deal for you if you’re m good standing. 
Ask your creditor to reduce your APR if vou’re being charged a high interest 
rate and carrying a balance, hlany creditors may be willing to do this.
Think before you buy an item on sale with your credit card. Vi'ill you realh 
save money? Probably not.
Remember that offers to reduce your mimmum monthly payment will only 
cost you mote in mterest during the long run.
Develop a sotmd spending plan for yourself Tliis wall help you avoid using 
crtxiit cards to make up for any shortfalls in your cash flow.
Shop carefully for a credit card! The offer vou get in the mail may not be the 
best deal. Check www.bankrate.coni to compare credit cards and their 
rates.
A Word About Debt
What is a “debt load?*’ What is a safe amount of credit tor vou to cirry? How 
do creditors find out what a person’s debt load is? How do I know my own 
debt load?
DEBT/INCOME RATIO
Before cxtaiding credit to you, lenders analrae your income and your expenses to 
decide for themselves whedier you have too much debt, 'fhis debt/income 
ratio IS figured with monthly amounts and reveals how good (or bac^ your total 
financed picture is. To figure this ratio for yourself, add all of your non-housing 
monthly pajTnents except for your utilities or taxes. Then compare that total 
total gross annual wages divided by 12. If you don’t nave fixed 
monmiy pa)’menrs on revolving debts such as credit cards, estimate your 
monthly pajTnenrs at 4% of the total amount you owe.
)X'hcn you divide your monthh debt pajinents by your total monthlv income, you 
will get your monthly non-housing (icbt/income ratio. It’s usually expressed as 
a pcrccnta^ so move the decimal point 2 places to the rij^t and ;iclci the 
sign.
Rule of Thumb
A conservative rule of thumb for consumer credit is the "20-10 Rule.” ITiis 
means that total household debt including your housing payments shouldn’t 
exceed o ot your net household income. Remember your net income is 
how much vou "bring home” in your paycheck and monthly pa\Tnents on the 
debt shouldn’t exceed of net monthly income, -\nother conservative rule 
of thumb for mor^aK debt is the “28/56” rule. Tliis means that your non­
housing debt shoufdnt exceed 28® o of your gross (\tour total) income, and 
your total debt — consumer debt plus housing debt — shouldn’t exceed 36® ® 
of your ^oss income.
You should also consider
• The stability of your incofne
• Your otlier regular e.xpenses
• V'our need for ca.sh fiom month to month
• AD of your personal needs and wants.
• The “smell test:” .Arc you comfortable with this amount of
• The changes m your cash needs as you and your household grow older
How^ Much Debt Can You Afford? 
j Example:
a Yearly income after taxes and deductions: $25,000 
3 Monthly income: $2,083 ($25,000/12)
3 Amt. of consumer pmts. per month you can afford: 
(15-20% of your after tax income) :
$2,083 * .15 = $312 to $2,083 * .20 = $411
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Manage Your Debt
Being in debt is stressful for a lot of reasons. The 
main one being loss of control over your 
financial life. Wlten you earn a dollar, it isn’t 
really yours until you’re debt free. However, 
having some debt is inevitable for most people. 
Here’s a quick look at the various types of debt 
you may incur and how to best manage them.
SECURED AND UNSECURED 
DEBT
When you have secured debt, it means that the creditor has given you credit to 
buy an item that they can rake back (repossess) if you don’t make your 
payments. Generally secured debt invorves major purchases. Examples of 
secured debt include:





If you allow a secured debt to be repossessed for non-payment, you*ll damage 
your credit rating.
Unsecured debt is credit granted to vou where property can’t he repossessed. 
E.xamples of unsecured debt inefude:
. Credit cards 
. Scudciu loans 
. Pavda\' loans
. Medical hills not covered hv insunuice
GOOD VERSUS BAD DEBT
Debt can be further broken do\^'n into good and bad debt. Borrowing to pay for 
a home, for exiimpic, is usually considered good debt because you're 
purchasing a tangible asset that will general!)- be worth more over time. Most 
secured debts are usually considered good debt but there arc some exceptions. 
For instance, new cars lose as much as 2(f/o of rhcir value as soon as they' are 
driven off the lot.
Most unsecured debts are considered to be bad debt with foe exception of 
.student loans. If you complete your degree, foe money you Ixirrowetl to pay 
for your education will be returned to you throughout your lifetime by foe 
type of job.
It’s never good to carry credit card debt. Interest rates can be staggering, and 
balances and interest costs will grow when you make irregular or minimum 
payments.
Payday loans are a relahvelv neu^ type of debt Here’s an example of how thq' 
work: You wnte a check for $3/5 to payday loan company. They give you 
$300 on the .spjt. On your ne-vt payday they cash your S37S check. Ibe loan 
company pockets $75 for lending you money; that’s 20*-n interest for a two- 
week loan! Most credit cards ch,irgc you 20* 't> per year!
HOW TO REDUCE YOUR DEBT
So you’ve got a bunch of debt. Wfoat do you do? .\dd up your debts and find 
out vifoere you stand. You can’t nudcc payoff decisions without a clear 
picture of what you owe. I.ook at the amounts owed and determine how 
much you are paying to all of your creditors.
Amt. Owed APR Monthly Pmt. Payoff Goal
VISA $2000 18''/o $35 5 years
Dentist $150 5“''.. $25 6 montlis
Student Loan $25,000 8.2®/o $.340 10 years
Car $6000 9.0»/o $150 5 years
Total $33,150 $550
Manage Your Debt
Paying $550 every month is going to pay off your 
debt. The secret to getting rid of debt is to keep 
paying at least $550 a month until the debt is 
gone. In six months when the dentist is paid off, 
take the extra $25 and apply it to the Visa card 
since it has the highest interest rate.
Keep the payments at $550. To quickly reduce 
your debt, apply any extra cash to high interest 
debt. Using this payment strategy, the debt in 
this example would be paid off in less than 10 
years.
Tips: How to Get Out of Debt
Don’t wait to act
a Create a plan to get out of debt 
a Cut expenses 
a Sell rarely used items
J Honestly assess your ability to pay and take appropriate action 
Tty to increase income
a Keep making payments wiien debt is paid off 
a Consolidate loans
Limit the number of credit cards you own 
J Try to stop most credit card offers from arriving in the mail (€.-111 
50PT-OUT
a Use bankruptcy as a last resort
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LIVING ON YOUR OWN
Living on your own
Hosted by Beta Alpha Psi 
accounting students
With a special presentation by Professor Olson
Apartment or Dorms? 4
Benefits of living on campus;
Meals are prepared for you 
There are always people to socialize with 
Convenient laundry facilities 
TV/heat/cable and internet included in housing cost 
You only have to pay once a quarter instead of regular payments to your 
landlord, cable company, PSE, etc 
You don’t have to buy/bnng up a bed, desk, etc.
You don’t have to budget much time to get to class 
Benefits of living off campus:
Easier to have a car nearby
You can eat what you want when you want (often cheaper as well)
Don’t have to pay for expensive TV/internet if don’t want to 
Can stay year-round {even holidays)
Can get a feel of the "real world"—grocery shopping, paying rent, 
cooking, cleaning, etc. (we all have to do it sometime)
More privacy (you can have your own room/space, your own bathroom, 
ycxjr own kitchen, .you don’t have to be around people all the time)
Finding an Apartment Finding an Apartment 4^
Where to search; ft Take time to investigate and think things through.
Bellingham Herald
Listings on 5**^ floor of VU " Ask questions: take notes and jot down your
Flyers/postings around campus
impressions of each prospective apartment.
Internet; property management sites - Review your notes and consider all the pros and
■sfhttD conx'fcrrent.html cons before making a final decision about your
htti>j/:'WA'’A' best4rei'>tais.corn.'rentals.htm new home.
■ httc -'/www.eDex-Drope!t\'.co(iV Once you’ve selected a place, read the lease
httD:.-'M'v-y'vv.Droperlv-vvatcf!se! vice com/ agreement carefully and discuss any questions
Drive around and look (get a feel of the or concerns with your future landlord before you
neighborhood) sign on the dotted line.
Finding an Apartment
The following questions may be helpful to you while apartment 
hunting:
How long is the lease?
How much is the security deposit? Is it refundable?
Are water, sewer and garbage charges included in the rent? 
Will you have to pay utilities?
Is cable TV/intemet included? (Could be desirable or 
undesirable depending on if you would pay for it anyway) 
Will your stuff fit? How much closet and storage space is 
there? What are the dimensions of the rooms?
Does the landlord live on site? Will you get assistance with 
problems and repairs in a timely manner?
Finding an Apartment
. What are the neighbors like?
: Are there pet restrictions? How much is the pet 
(deposit?
What appliances are inducted? Are there 
laundry facilities on site?
Is parking available? If so, is it induded as part 
of the rent? What about guest parking?
Is there evidence of bugs or rodents in the 
kitchen cabinets or along baseboards?
Does the place need repairs or paint? If so, get a 
written agreement for any repairs or cleaning 
that will be done before you move in.
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Experiences in Beiilngham Considering a Roommate?
■ Roommates can be fun to live with and decrease your rent
South campus: expense, however, there are some important things to
More apartments consider when choosing your roommate;
Easy access to grocery store ^ Is the person noisy or quiet?
Easy walk to campus ‘ What does the person consider dean?
Convenient if most of your classes are on south campus - Is the person able to afford rent every month?
Easy access to the Rec. Center Does the person often invite people over?
Will the person often have a boyfriend/girlfriend over?
i North campus Does the person want to pay for expensive amenities (cable TV/internet)?
More houses Will the person respect your personal space and possessions?
Easy access to downtown.Bellingham Does the person want to split grocenes? Keep everything separate?Are your living styles compatible? (If you are one of those people that
Have to climb a hill to walk to school can’t stand a ank full of dishes and the person you want to live with will
Convenient if most of your classes are on north campus 
Convenient access to the VU and bookstore
only dean when they need a fork is this going to be a problem?)
Sharing experiences
The benefits of living with roommates:
Everything is cheaper!
You can get a bigger place for your buck
Rent, internet, cable and groceries can be divided among roommates 
You don’t have to spend the initial outlay for all of the furniture 
necessary when you live on your ovm (each roommate contributes to 
the communal items)
It is fun, your friends are right there when you want to socialize but 
you can just as easily shut your door when you want to work 
The cons of living with roommates:
Privacy can be very limited
You never know what you are getting into if you get a random
roommate
Generally noisier
You have to share the common spaces 
Cleaning is inevitably an issue
Sharing experiences
The benefits of living without roommates:
Can be quiet and a more conducive studying environment 
(depending on neighbors)
Don’t have to worry about others paying their share of the 
bills
Don’t have to worry about sharing cost of groceries, cleaning 
supplies, etc.
Don’t have to worry about cooking for others 
Can keep a person’s schedule easier 
The cons of living without roommates:
Less people to socialize with (can get lonely)
Have to do all cooking and cleaning yourself
Rent is more expensive
Can’t share the cost of cable TV/intemet
Your Health
With all the other things taking precedence in your life during and right 
after college, it's easy to forget about taking care of yourself.
Be sure you are paying attention to your physical and emotional 
health.
What are your eating habits?
■ How and what you eat really impacts how you feel. Try to eat a 
healthy diet and cook at home — it saves money and is better for 
you than eating out
Many graduates report reduced physical activity and weight gain after 
college.
Staying physically healthy not only keeps you fit, but also boosts 
your emotional health.
If you’re relocating, find a physician and dentist within the first six 
nrxjnths.
. Schedule annual checkups with your doctor and cleanings with your 
dentist twice per year.
Analyze Your Expenses and Plan Ahead
Start asking yourself, “Exactly where does my money go?” The 
best way to structure a cash management plan or budget is 
to understand where your money goes each month, as well 
as what expenses you can expect throughout the year. To 
begin, follow these steps:
1. Track your spending. Record each transaction you make.
2. Add up and categorize your expenses at the end of each week (make 
sure to include aH of them).
This process will help you identify how much and on what you’re spending 
your money
3. Subtract your weekly totals from your total income at the end of the month 
to determine how much you spend and what your cash flow is like.
Do you have an excess cash Now. or are you falling short each month'?
http;//www nela.netymanagingyourmoney/managingyourfinances/managingyoumoney a 
sp?nav_section=5
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Analyze Your Expenses and Plan Ahead
After determining your expenses and cash flow, 
you’re ready to establish a budget. Money 
management software can be a helpful tool, 
or try using the budgeting sheet in the next 
slides.
Review your budget each month. If you are 
falling short, think about what can be done to 
fix this. Earn more? Spend less? You may 
need to revisit your budget as financial 
circumstances change in your life.
Mc-ney ’ rsicker tor WEEKLY Speoding








MONTHL'-' Money Tracker Worksheet
MoMMy kktnthl Month} Month* Montft5 Month* Month?
Be A Better Saver
Consider yow “n«eds" vs.'‘wants." Where can you sav*?
C Can you save money by cutting back or eating out or buying the latest fads and fashKsns'^ Are you buying 
products or services you don t really r>eed'’
Make savings a habit! Deposit (or transfer) money into your savings account 
automabcally.
□ Pul a portion c4 every paycheck you receive into your savings account by ustno direct daposM or automatic
transfer
Pay yourself first I
D Set aside money for savings at the beginning of each month, rather than wafting lo see what's left at the 
end
Set aside your "extra" money into savings.
C If you get a rase or bonus from your emptoyer. pul the extra amount into your savngs
□ If you recave cash as a gift, save a least part of it
r? If you have pa*d off a loan, keep making the morfthly payments - lo yoixself. in your own savings account! 
Pay your bills on tkne.
Whan you pay your bills on time, you avoid
□ Late fees
C Extra finar>ce charges
G Disconnection of (and re-connection fees for) phor>e. electnaly. or other services 
D The cost of eviction
□ Repossession of cas or other Hams 
D Bit colleclors
Avoid the expense of check-cashing stores.
□ At $10 or more for each check you cash, this can add up to several hundred dolivs per yea C-ffntkIer
opening a checking account a a bank instead
Shopping Wisely
Before buying something ask yourself, “Do I need this item, 
or just want it?”
If the item is expensive, ask yourself, “Do I need this item 
now or can I wait until I can more easily afford it or it goes on 
sale?
If you need the item, can you find a comparable one cheaper 
somewhere else?
Try to avoid impulse buying: make a list before you shop and 
stick to it, or only take enough money to pay tor what’s on the 
list.
Try to combine shopping trips with other trips to save money 
on gas.
Make sure to keep track of what you spent the money on so 
you can plan your budget.
Entertainment and Diversion
When you attend or first leave college, money can be tight. However, you 
can still take time to enjoy life and hang out with people. If money is 
tight, consider the following options:
Have monthly potiucks.
Rotate who hosts the event each time
Ask that everyone bring a dish and their own beverage
For just a little money, you not only get a good meal, but also time with friends
Rent videos or DVDs instead of gang to the movies.
For the cost of one ticket and snacks at the local movie theater you could probably 
rent two movies and get a pizza
Save going to the movies for a special occasion or that need-to-see-it-on-the-big- 
screen blockbuster.
Play board games.
Many people are rediscovering board games as a way to en^oy time with others 
Having a group over for Irtvial Pursuit®. Cranium®. Balderdash® or other games 
gets people together for a low-cost night of fun 
If you dnnk, make drinks at home instead of going out to the bars and 
ask everyone to bring something.
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Building Good Credit
* Building a good credit rating will have a bigger long-term 
effect in your life than your grades in college ever will.
: Employers, creditors, apartment managers and 
insurance agencies are just a few of the people who 
may access your credit history.
■ Establish your credit and have a solid financial plan in place, 
and you’ll be better equipped to handle big purchases.
^ The earlier you start building a positive credit history, the
better.
Paying your bills on time is a key component to good 
credit.
Building Good Credit
- To keep your bill-paying history positive:
Track your bills and know when they are due, then pay them on time. 
Adjust due dates so that you’ll have the money to pay your bills on 
time.
Consider signing up for automatic payment if your income permits. 
Contact your creditors if you are having trouble making your 
payments.
Whether you have no credit history or a negative history, two things 
add up to improving your credit rating:
» New information is added regularly to your credit report.
• Resolve to make timely payments
• Check to ensure that your creditors report the positive information to the
credit bureaus
# Old information ages and eventually falls off.
• Information stays on your report for seven years (with a few
exceptions)
Creditors focus on what you’ve been doing for the last two years.
Lobl^lng at Insurance
Type of Insurance Purpose Examples of Coverage
AUTO Provides finar>cial protection 
from tosses due to an auto 
accident or other damaoe to a 
car
COLLISION ProsMmlorthefWMror 
rralaMiMK of theetfey owiwv’scaroarrMgod
UadWTY. Iho coal of piopoRy Oenoo*
or itaMs to oihan caiM In a» poiey owner 
COiengllCWSWE com* the cot of dwnese
HEALTH Provides payment for 
certain health-care costs.
eaStCMCALTH CovMoff«:«vnitt.
WOotWory. hoapew COM* reukrw CM
MAiOR MEDICAL ProioeN ogwmt iweo MM 
Ifom eateairoenc Mnaos or mpay
DENTAL AND VISION Com* tome coai
RENTER’S Provtd«s fnanaal protection in 
case of loss of personal 
possessiorts in a rental unit
Resnburses policy owner for loss 
of possessions m a rantal urvt due 
to fsa, theft, water damape. etc
HOMEOWNER’S ProtacU agsrot finsncMl lost tram 
le youf home wtlm or its 
e«r>(ants. ss w«ii os mtury on the 
praporty
PHYSICAL DAMAOC; Iw fa*
or «*•*•» OAmego 'o house or othor
SiruOures lo olhers on the proooNv 
toes OR THEPT: ReanOwsee ior porurtei 
praaony dwnegeo or uolw
LiABIurV: Praiecis aewnei Iom lroi*i ■ 
iMMu* lor •ofurtea lo sMM or unoMled 
OueMs
LIFE Provides frnancief protection to 
dependents of policy owner when 
poitcy c^nei dies
T0tM UFE. o«en nmiinsii tor e minTinr
WHOLE LIRE CMefBpnMcUonMmMat
DISABIUTY Presides income over a specified 
period when a person is ill unable 
to work
Palwy owrtor selects a reptacefrwnl 
mcomc for las! weges it an •Dnass or 
acodeni pravartb the parsorf Sam 
working DisabrWy tr>come «s pard for ■
The Big Risk
You have just graduated from high school or 
college, and you are single. You own a number 
of assets that you are thinking of insuring, 
including an automobile, inherited jewelry, a 
rare coin set, and the contents of your rented 
apartment.
Your employer provides a health insurance plan 
you can purchase. Examine the cost and the 
risk of each of the things you would like to 
insure below, and circle them. Do not spend 
more than $2,600; you may spend less. Indicate 
your choices below.
The Big Risk ^
Renter's Insurance
(theft, fire, acts of rtature )
Jewelry kwurance Automobile Insurance 
(collision, comprehensive. 
H^ltty)
Ptamrum SKXVyaar Less; $2.S00
Risk tin 12 Card:»
Oaductibla ; $290
Premium $45rya*r Le*> $3,400
Ri*k lin12 Card 7
Oaduethia Norw
PrariHum $1200ryaar to**: $4,600






Rare Coin Insurance 
(lose due to theft)
PiarTMum $65IVyaar to**’$1,200
Ri»k 10*112 Card . 2- 12
OaductPla $10ccnpaym*nt 
(Assummg 2 vhiIs par year)
PrafTMum $300ryaar toes $100,000 
Ri*k. aeTow 1 n 12 Card Mu*( draw
two 12i ma row
DadwcObla Nona
Premium $l70ryoar La*a $1,000





Premium $60<Vyaar to** $14,400 
Rak.7in12 Cwd:6-12
Daduelbl* t4on*
Tvw o( ln»uranc« Premium
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Adding Up Insurance: Game
1.1 will distribute one partial suit of cards (ace through queen) to each 
group. The cards represent the numbers 1-12: ace = 1,2 = 2, jack = 
11, and queen = 12, etc. Pull a card from the deck of 12 cards. Look 
at the number. This number represents the item or items affected by 
the unexpected events during that particular year. For example, if a 
“6” is selected, the follovtnng insurances are affected: automobile, 
health, and disability (see “card" listing in each insurance box).
2. Locate the "examples” in the following slide Adding Up Insurance.
3. The first example shows the losses suffered by an uninsured student 
who draws a "6." The "Loss” category of the insurance boxes lists a 
$4,600 loss for an automobile accident, $1,200 for medical 
expenses, and $14,400 for lost wages. The sum is shown in 
columns 5 and 6. This player has no costs for insurance or 
deductibles in columns 3 and 4.
4. The second example shows the losses suffered by a person with 
automobile and disability insurance. The premiums for this 
insurance ($1,800) are listed in column 3.
Adding Up Insurance: Game
5. In the fourth column, the deductible or co-pay for each toss 
should be totaled. If an item is protected by insurance, you will 
pay the deductible or co-payment, if applicable. A deductible 
is the portion of the toss that is paid by the insured when the 
unexpected event happens that is covered by insurance.
Since the disability insurance has no deductible, only the 
$250 for the automobile coverage is included in column 4.
6. The fifth column includes tosses that were not insured. No 
health insurance was purchased so that the health insurance 
toss of $1,200 would be placed here.
7. The total dollar cost for the person with disability and 
automobile insurance for the year is noted in column 6 for the 
second example.
Adding Up Insurance: Game ^
When you play the game you will not be able to 
insure all items. Pulling a card from the deck will 
determine which items will be affected. 
Uninsured students will experience losses in all 
categories affected by pulling a card from the 
deck.
The simulation represents five years. A student in 
each group needs to pull a card five times. The 
cards should be shuffled before choosing one 
for each year. At the end of the five years, you 
should calculate the total amount spent for the 
five-year period.
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Adding Up Insurance: Game Adding Up Insurance: Game
TOTAL: o 1. Which of you had fewer losses?
Questions for Discussion
(Students who had purchased insurance.)
1. How much were your losses over the period of the 
simulation?
2. What were the consequences of the insurance choices 
you made?
2. Were the costs of purchasing insurance worth 
the benefits?
fVes. In most cases students who purchased 
insurance were better off than those who did 
not.)
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Main Ideas About Insurance
1. How does insurance work?
(The idea of insurance is to spread a risk over many payers. A pool of
people contribute money to buy insurance from an insurance 
company with the expectation that only a few will actually 
experience a loss that will need to be covered.)
2. What is a premium? Deductible?
(A premium is the fee paid for insurance protection. A deductible is the 
amount of loss paid by the insured.)
3. What types of insurance are commonly available?
(Auto, health, renter's, homeowner’s, life, disability.)
4. Is the cost of buying insurance worth the benefit?
(Accept a variety of answers but stress the general guideline that it is 
not wise to let a large portion of potential loss remain uninsured.)
Insurance Agencies in Beilingharn^
That offer renters insurance
Allstate- Dick Coltran 
2530 Meridian St. 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
(360)647-1662
Aflac- Ronald Johnson 
2637 Hampton Place 
Bellingham,WA 98225 
(360) 223-7669
Allstate - Carl Angell 
1901 N. State St. Suite A 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
(360)676-1822
Metlife Auto and Home- 
Trevor van Woerden 
112 Ohio St, Suite 118 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
(360) 734-2880
Buying a Car
Buying a car is an expensive way to build a credit history.
-Most new graduates can’t afford new car payments on top of their student loan 
and credit card payments
Typically, the interest rate on a car loan is higher for borrowers 
without established credit.
-The annual percentage rate (APR) for first-time car buyers can be as high as 
27%
-Other things to keep in mind:
The value of a new car depreciates 20% the minute you drive it off the car 
dealer’s lot.
Insurance costs are usually much higher on a new car, and the bank or 
financing company will require you to carry full insurance coverage to protect 
their investment
EXAMPLE
If you negotiate a new Honda Civic for $15,000 and payment terms of 6 years at 
15% APR. your monthly payment would be approximately $317.18, plus the cost 
of full insurance coverage. At the end of your six-year car loan, will have paid 
over $22,800 At that point, you will have a six-year-old Honda Civic, which 
currently has a resale value of about $4,250.
Managing Auto Loan Costs
If you decide to buy a new car or finance a used car, keep in mind the 
following ideas that can make your loan work better for you:
Negotiate for price rather than monthly payment The sales staff may ask what 
you want to pay per month instead of vwrking toward a price agreement on the 
actual cost of the car.
Pay as little interest over the life of the loan as possible. Generally, this means 
negotiating a low interest rate and a short loan period
Leave your emotions at the door Don’t be embarrassed to walk out. Some sales 
people are experts at making it seem like buying this car is critical to your 
happiness and success. What's realty important is getting the terms want 
and can afford.
Don't pay for extras like urxlercoating and pin striping.
Test dnve several different cars and make a list of features you are looking for.
If you must buy a car, consider a used car.





Life after graduation What’S Next ;■# ■
Considering graduate school? February 11: Investing
People with advanced degrees earn about $10,000 more Hosted by professionals
annually on average than those with a 4-year degree
Some professions require more schooling -Types of investments
Accountants, lawyers, doctors, dentists, etc. -Setting investment goals
Education is always a good investment and there are many -Retirement accounts
ways to pay for it—be proactive!
Where will you live and work? February 25: Taxes
Consider the cost of living Hosted by Tax Professionals
Consider the commute
Think about the future—it you plan on staying there for a long -Know your filing status
time, putting money down to buy a house it you can afford it -Reasons for taxes
is better than paying the same money to rent one -Tax strategies
Think about location—if you plan on having a family, look at
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f t Financial Freedom
Why now?





■ Low pay employees












Cash Flow is Kingl
Sales does not equal cash, 
and cash is what you need to survive.
You want the 
Right Kind of Sales








Preserve your capital long enough 
for company to survive on its own
l3ross Margin = 10%
ou ileed $10 sales for every $1 expense.
Gross Margin = 40%
^ You need $2.50 sales for every $1 expense.
Survival
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BAP REGIOIVAL COMPETITION ABSTRACT
MoneySense: Campaign for Financial Literacy 
Submitted by the Theta Phi Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi
There is a fundamental problem with the understanding of basic economics in the United States. In 
a 2005 study designed for the National Council on Economic Education (NCEE) to evaluate adult and 
student understanding of basic economics, results showed that 60% of high school students and more than 
25% of adults received a failing grade. While virtually all of the adults in the study believed that 
economics should be included in high school education, only half of the high school students surveyed 
said that they had been taught economics in school.’ Our chapter of Beta Alpha Psi (BAP), the Theta Phi 
chapter from Western Washington University (WWU), was excited to participate in the 2005-2006 
Professional/Service Best Practice Competition because we believed we could make a difference in our 
community. We made it our goal to help students gain a better understanding of personal finance. To 
accomplish that goal, our chapter organized a committee and developed the MoneySense Program. The 
Program was broken down into two portions: one targeted towards college students and the other toward 
high school students. With community recognition, we were able to meet our goal and gain valuable 
experience.
The college portion of MoneySense was designed to reach local college students in Bellingham, 
WA. The colleges we targeted were WWU, Bellingham Community College, and Bellingham Technical 
College. The program consisted of six seminars, held on Saturday mornings from 10:00 to noon on the 
WWU campus, hosted by committee chairs Alexa Volwiler and Angela Martin. Seminar topics included: 
banking and checking accounts, budgeting and savings, credit, identity theft, living on your own, 
investing, and taxes. The majority of the presentations were taught by our committee chairs who used 
materials from the NCEE, the Northwest Education Loan Association, and a variety of governmental 
sources to compile PowerPoint slides and handouts. We were also able to bring in professional presenters 
to share expertise for half of our presentations. We encouraged attendance by providing free breakfast and 
donated raffle prizes. Funding was obtained from a private donor and Clark Nuber, an accounting firm in 
Bellevue, WA.
To conduct the high school portion of MoneySense, we went into local high school classrooms in 
the Bellingham area. Our high school committee chair, Angela Martin, handled communications with 
high school teachers to set up times for our BAP committee members to teach. To create our presentation 
outlines, our committee chairs received NCEE materials from Pamela Whalley, director of the Center for 
Economic Education at WWU and President of the Washington Council on Economic Education. 
Additionally, three of our BAP members attended an eight-hour training session to learn how to teach and 
apply the materials.
The MoneySense Program’s effectiveness was largely due to the dedication of our coordinators 
and committee members. The committee had 19 members—18 from our BAP chapter and one non-BAP 
member. For the college portion of the Program, our BAP committee members and chairs spent a total of 
250 hours in initial planning and an average of five hours each week in execution (30 hours in total). 
Additionally, a total of 10 hours were spent in the first two weeks by our BAP committee members 
visiting college classrooms and distributing flyers about the Program. Our non-BAP member designed a 
MoneySense website, spending a total of ten hours creating and updating the site. For the high school 
portion, our chairs spent 40 hours in planning and our members spent another 20 hours preparing the 
materials. Additionally, our BAP members gave 25 total hours teaching the material in the classrooms.
’ What American Teens & Adults Know About Economics
Prepared for: The National Council on Economic Education, Report Date: April 26, 2005
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The MoneySense Program gained wide-spread recognition, allowing us to meet our goal by 
drawing students to our sessions. To market the Program, our chairs worked closely with WWU’s 
Communication Department. As a result, our story was run in several local media platforms. We created 
MoneySense posters which were hung on designated walls around campus and in the dormitories. In total, 
we reached 57 different college students through our seminars, many of which participated in more than 
one session. We taught in five high school classrooms and one college class, with about 30 students in 
each, and led a breakout session at the Head Start Health and Social Services Fair. We found that many of 
the participants were non-business students who will never take classes in finance and economics. As 
business majors, we recognize that the concepts taught in these courses are critical to a person’s personal 
and professional future and it gave us pride to know that we made a difference in their lives. The 
MoneySense Program will reoccur each year, run by our Assistant Treasurer. It is a great way for our 
members can give back to the university and its students.
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